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new University "of Kerr- • , Children who had .attended·
tucKy .-study confirms what' · preschool were"Better ~t i:ec- ~
teachers have kµown for ognizing letters of the alpha- ·,
years: Early childhood"educa- 'tpetithan children who did not
tion· im_proves the chances of attend. The~ also had a better
academic success of children :'unde~ ta,n dmg·_~?!~ sentences
froin low-income families' • and\ oo~k s~crure and bet- 1
when they enter primary 1; te:r .social. skills, the ~-~tudy ,
sobool.· · : ◄ • • 4 { ,1
said. .Ih several other areas, .
In an effort to reach: chil- ~ey, scorecii ~ fell pr better
Idren not - serv~d · by ljead tl!an .,their pe~f~, the study ,
Start KERA establishe;ii a·
POI]ed. ,~
.
. , -~
preschool p'r ogram for 4::year- ~' j,PJ:tinary tj?~ hers have l?ng
,. • · ·.•·tfiim• realized that tliere often,is a
I0leis from .10W-1IlCOpie
t-::-~lk " "wturalL qi"I b ~tw·
hil- I
lies and , 3- and ,4:year-olds' -,;p
, "' ~
. ef:n .; .d
with·. disabilities. •The i'.dea cfren from-J o -m_c?me ~n
to sp~eed· their physical mgre ~uent f'cl!Ililies. Poor~as
.
' ler:· children ,Off§n have •not
1?tell~ctual, social and. ~o- •been exposed to books, cul-~nat..de~elo~ment, natt.o~~
~ afprogfams and' oilier ed: 1
mg the . achievement gap
u cat1onal opportunities · M.."1
betwee~ them , and o~~dre~ f,Qrded clµldr,.EW frQ~ ~ore ~from more affluent famihes.
fluent families ·· and Because
A ~tu~y ,by U.K.:s College 0 ~ .they1are less likely tn...have
Educatip~ ~nd Coll~ge ~r., •attended d~__,~ e,~they·9ften
Human Enyrr.onin.'entil 'Sci- lack!t1ie social skills of'otHer
ences found the prqgram is children.
doin~JUS! that
'
. Head s~
has ~e,en sueThe stupy - funde tiy ftie ..; cessfully closing-tli-is cultural~
state De~artment•.at . Ed~~- . ga1>- for -years,· and HERA
~p1r -:.- mv~lved 1 ~ ,CFJ wisely expands earl¥ f llilc4
dten ffom acr9ss the ~!3:,te, hooc(, education~ opyortuni-.
including past and present -~ ties to include more children.
preschoolers. TheYA:Jere.com- In a state wit;h/ a high per-.,
pared' wi\h chilqr~. from centage oflltid's llvinglin~povhigher-in~ome famili~s-'and ..~erty~ it only, makes- sense to
children, who· wet~ •eligibl~ ...provi.de io~ childr,e n with
fut: prescliool 1iu wl;lo;ctld:not op_por{iniitles
~ help
atterict. J!;, "'.,. '~h· ·...
· ·fuem.sui:~o.o - I
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·Paducati"Coriiniiinity·~~C-ollege~
iri~;.Iine: ·for -_$4 iiiillion·~~ g~ _
----·

.::i.;; .. ~';;;,'i'"',!

- .

-----

By JAMES MALO~ __--;-:.._ __::Staff Writer ,.,....,, ·' a,,l - 'Y-::ll~a
__: !
. -- :_ · - - -~- __J_;___~

PADUCAH, Ky. - 'Paducah Com- ,
muni~ College is· in line to receivl:.
-the· largest gift ever _a\Vlll'ded-to ·a:;
state.funded two-yeai"institution. , ..,,
_Ari '·"anonymous. Tfamily· has
pledged a $4 million challenge grant
to. help btiild an engineering science T
, building.. Tub.eD.schoo_). .~1!Ji}· mas~,;~
theJimds. y, ec. 1,,. ,~, , 1 ,_, ·. .,
Toe total'- $8"million'~-would'''
put_. the college''well :iiii~itslway ID'- i
ward' a ;goal oL off~.f9)ll'·Y_!llll' · ·
degrees in mechanical and,chemical
engineering/officials: say;;,mi,,, ; ·· '
_Previgusly, the largest COJ!llll.uni!Y.
college gift was $1 mil!ion_aW!ll"ded'
to ·Hazard Community ·College in
. 1993, Paducah la\V)'er David :Denton ,
, said. Denfori iitlieadlng a fuiiii:'fais.
iiig campaign~f<ir PCC. · ~"''~"•l ·
-~The school ,·is.Tc>jiliinistic,,abotit·
ril.eeting the .challenge .. ,.b'eqiuse
about $2 million.already.ls.in:hand .
. from .o~er..;~: :The .collegf'has
, li~en holding• a•flind,rai5u!g,r.drive
, for, the pastibnle·.months;,;,,••1or.;,,~The fa.'l!i!Y',~J.@.ffe~'.the chali leng«: ~t•'l,b~y, 1!a!i;PJ~~e~
'$1:million for•lh«fengmeenng:proJect but withdrew that in'favor of the
.larger- OOruitfon. 1_,b'}_ j ,, · . ;:."':.uml
0

•<iriY.l:::never

d.reaiiied~e~d be: where

we are today "'Denton said;:., ....:..c::,.::
·. 'Raising $8' million"focally~~Tu,r'
niiilte a"'very'cilln]!elliiig'' case for,
·the project to· receive. $6 ·million''in .
state. aid pledge'd'!by;_qi>v. Brereton'
Jones, he.said:,The· GeiieralAssem-_
bly_hild removed;it@m the buag_~"
it'· assed but:,Jones·, vetoed· that
®fget.-;
-~ejt~~~ii-~.:~- -:·~~:.. :~~-..?I
Toe · college •said• the $6', millioji
wol!14-.!i~lp pay.-~ot.~¢onal
eqwpment, Jibraryt,:unprovements
. and ·upgradingi vide0'1inks,lietween ·
umversitf of;Keniucliy,inwcollege
classrooms.· !~~.,~'.v:f~~-Ffl -_- ·
..:,:.Denton. said . college"'s1ii>Porlers
will press their case when'~~ ;<Jenera! .t\ssembly:recgnvenes m1a:spe1 cial-sessi~n in:"June~~~~t."r:•7:i!Y'..
~
. p~-~..~ : for. l!:\«;,J;9.~e!l!!1!1d
Murray_ State..•Universtty,?;fac!llty.'.tO
teach the first ,two yea:ri of!<;lass~s.
UK instructorstwlll offer<""""'•"•""
engm
. eenDg;_COllfS
. . ..
.. . --- ,, ..
pus or via•tel~nferendng;M~y
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faculty also may teach some of.the. _example..to.. othe(:coiiunucity.colhigher-level courses,- Denton·said.. ::,\\leges mounting. their own develop-The vice chancellor for academic ment programs; Newberry said.
iiffiilis ·of The state's-community·col,t7:i·.The ·engineering ·program·..,11as
: lege systeni was impressed with.the,:;;!ieen a ·1opic of regional <;o_ntrover- .
..coIIege's.. fund .rrusmg;-•
...
' . ;'· . · r-''.•<.., sy..
' Earlier..Ibis .year;:· Murray S'"t
' .
"' e.s
"I think it's an extraordinary indi- regents went on record as:aj>posing
cation of community support," Tony the· four-year,'engineering plans .at
, Newberry ·of··Lexington.-·said: . "It,. ,the.·collii:nunity. college; calling cit-a:
~!J.Q~'.t.tlte college_~!s.;X~IY: much -in~' duplication and saying Mll!flly
,_sync ..with _COl!lllllffilty_J~a,gersl_lip___!;ould_offerJJ!e-J>J!!D~!!!§!ft!.c.!ion fgr
and that Ibis is a full partnership. far less.exp_ense.. ··. , ,,-i,,t-i;..",
This certainly puts FCC in the fore- :- !,Paducah leaders .say':'eaticating.
. Ibis kind of ·euort.
"' " --, , :. ..,,,,,,.,
.
locally-1S-a-powe
'
rful m•
·fro nt m
·:·engineers. The ,college's efforts .will be·an"' dusfrial development tool. ; ~ Ji' .
r
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By RICHARD WILSON

· 1994 UK

Staff Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Most University of Kentucky students will.
pay more for their education next
year.
•.
Yesterday the trustees unani-.
ml>US!y confirmed tuition increases.
already approved by the state Council on Higher Education and also
approved increases in fees for registration and housing and dining.
The overall 5,3 percent increases
for. room and board were necessary
to·keep the housing and dining program paying for itself, Chancellor
Robert Hemenway said earlier at a
meeting of the trustees' finance
committee,
_Not. including room and board,
full-time undergraduates from Kentucky will pay $1,255 a semester in
1994-95 in tuition and fees; that's an
11 percent increase over this year.
Out-of-state undergraduates will
pay $3,435. Full-time graduate students· from Kentucky will pay $1,365
a semester in tuition and f~, while
'

LExtNGTON HERALD-LEADER, LExtNGTON,

· non-Kentuckians will pay $3,765..
Tuition and fees were also inTUITION
·Tuition is per semester for
creased for in-state and out-of-state
_full-time students, not
law, medical and dental students,.
including fees for
Tuition for students at all but one
registration, health services;
community college will also in•
· etc. Housing charges are for
crease by about 14 percent, rising to
· the __1994-95· academic year.
$480 a semester for Kentucky -un,
dergraduates and $1,440 for nonPer AddedKentuckians.
'· · · ,..-- .c
· Term Cost
Tuition ·and fees at Lexington
· UNDERGRADUATE
Community College will remain·.at
this year's $975 for Kentucky resiResident
$1,090 '$110
dents and $2,595 for non-KentuckiNon-resident $3,270 $330 . ans. The charges are not increasing
Community college
because of a continuing effort to
system
$480
$60
close the gap between LCC's tuition
· GRADUATE · •" .... and that at the 13 other community
colleges.
Resident
$1,200 $120
The registration-fee increase of
Non-resident $3,600 $360
$6 per semester was to pay for.selfsupporting student health services,
HOUSING
The basic fee for room and board
·Per Added
(covering the whole academic year)
Year
for students on the Lexington camst
Co
pus was raised from this year's
· Room and
$3,
$
$2,874 to $3,026 next year. That is a
026
152
DinerCard
$100 jump in the food charge and a
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _• $52 increase In the housing rate, or

KY. ■

--

----- ----:..

., t

'an overall incre~e of about 5 ·per'cent:"......... --:- .. ·--·- .... · ·
, Yesterday.'s.increases reflect 'the
university's higher , expenses for
·food and housing. No state money
,is used to subsidize UK's housing
,and dining system; · · ,.-,
i Although all the· increases· were
'approved unanimously, student
:trustee Lance Dowdy told the board
;that he has watched costs rise annu:ally to the point .where many students find it difficult to attend UK.
"We really·_need'·to keep· these'
,costs as low as possible" and lobby
,for more state funding, Dowdy said.·
Other trustee action yesterday in• •
eluded approval of a one-time in•
centive retirement plan for full-time
tenured faculty::in the .College of.
:Dentistry. Eligible faculty must have
combination of age and years of
:Service equal to .75, as of ,June 30,
1995 · ------ - · ·
; The plan is· being' offered to te;duce costs hDlie .college.. The cost
,cutting,was·re<;q1111Derded last year
.by th~ ~.:.~u,_cation Review
:CoDllIUSSIOn..c _.-_,..,,0 ·.·,,,,·: • , :

,a
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5.3% increase in UK dormitory costs approved
BY DomE BEAN
HERAL.D-LEADER EoucA.TION WRITER

University of Kentucky students who live in
residence halls. will pay 5.3 percent more - or
$152 - for room and board next year.
Saying the increases are needed to cover
higher costs projected for wages and operating
expenses, the UK Board <if Trustees yesterday
raised the basic annual rate for dormitory
housing and a DinerCard to $3,026.
·
The board also approved •a $6-a•.~ester
increase in fees paid by full0time UK students
and confirmed tuition increases that were approved last year by the state Council on Higher"
Education. The council sets tuitiori rates for
Kentucky's state universities. .
. .
Commenting on the incr~siudenffrusi:
ee Lance Dowdy cautioned that the higher costs
will hurt some students. He asked other board
members to lobby to hold down expenses and
keep college education accessible.
"I would sincerely hope you would take that
charge up," Dowdy said.
"It- doesn't seem like rug-time costs," but
some students are having to take second jobs to
stay in schooL he said.
·

Dowdy also pointed out that
the cost of permits to park on
campus will double next year and
asked UK President Charles Wethington why the board was not
asked to consider those increases
or the parking garage they will
help pay for.
Wethington said parking costs
are not fees that students are
required to pay.
· "We sell permits for parking."
Wethington said room and
· board charges are set at rates that
enable UK's housing and dining
halls to support themselves since
no state money is used to support
them.
.
Other changes in housing and
dining costs approved yesterday
include:
■ The two-meal, five-day dining plan will also go up $152, to
$3,226 a year.
■ Rates for the Greg Page
undergraduate apartments will go
up by $54 a year, to $1,842. Monthly rates for the Greg Page family
apartments will rise by $16, to
$486.
■ Rates for apartments at Cooperstown, Shawneetown, Commonwealth Village and Linden WalkRose Lane will rise $12 a month for
efficiencies, $14 a month for one
bedroom and $16 a month for two
bedrooms.
With the increases in tuition
and fees, full-time undergraduate

students from Kentucky will pay
$1,255 a semester, beginning in the
fall. Out-of-state undergraduate
students will pay $3,435 a semester.
Graduate students from Kentucky will pay $1,365 a semester,
while non-Kentuckians will pay

$3,765,
At Lexington Community College, Kentucky students will pay
$975 a semester in tuition and fees,
while non-residents will pay $2,595.
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Munay's new president
As one with two degrees from. Murray
State University, I wonder how long it will
take the current board of trustees to shift
from extolling Alexander, the .Great, to
apologizing for Alexander, the ~
JOHN E. L ROBERTSON
Paducah, Ky. 42001
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UK dental faculty to be offered
year's pay as incentive to retire
BYDomE BEAN

retiring on or before Sept. 3.
said.
lf a faculty member elected to
The amount saved would deThe University: of Kentucky
retire on or before Jan. 3, that
will offer up to one-third of its 65
person would receive an amount pend on the number of faculty
dental faculty members a year's
equal to six months' salary, said members who tQOk early retiresalary as an incentive to retire. · Ed Carter, UK vice president for ment For example, if six making
an average of $80,000 a year took
budgeting.
The one-time incentive plan
was approved.yesterday by the UK
The 22 faculty members who early retirement, the savings would
Board of Trustees. UK officials say
would be eligible to take early ~ a~out $480,000 a year, beginit will help reduce costs in the retirement make ail average salary rung m July 1995, if they were not
. replaced.
dental school, where state support of $81,503 a year, said Mary Marhas been frozen. Retirements would garet Colliver, spokeswoman for
The early retirement plan was
be voluntary.
the UK Chandler Medical Center.
prompted by an agreement to limit
Under the plan, full-time· tenBecause costs of the retirement dental school enrollments at UK
ured faculty members in the dental incentives would be paid from and the University of Louisville
school whose age and service total existing positions, the dental school and freeze state support to the
75 years could receive an amount would not realize any savings until dental schools at the 1993-94 · level
equal to their 1993-94 .salary b}:' . the 1995-96 budget year, Carter of $7.4 million a year,
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, lExlNGTON, KY.'■ TUESDAY, MAY 3, 1994

UK dentalschool:seeks OK
to offer early -~retirement

drugs, patients with organ transplants and patients who are HIVpositive." All those conditions can
affect patients' dental treatment,
and demand · greater medical
knowledge and training from dentists who treat them.

,.
-·
The
dental
school
has about 65 i
BY JIM WARREN
faculty
members.
HERALD-LEADER MEDICAL WRITER
''We're going to try this early
· "There's an increasing c~ncem
The University of Kentucky
will seek approval today to offer : retirement option and see how that the contemporary dentist·
1
early retirement to up to 20 dental much impact that can have on the needs to know more medicine,"
Nash said. ''So I've been talking
school faculty members; but Presi- budget of the program," he said.
Wethington has no proposal to with Emery Wilson (UK's medical
dent ~!es Wethington says no
significant change is planned for merge the dental and medical pro- school dean) and our faculty has
been talking about how we could
the dental program.
,.. ·; grams, he said.
do a better job, maybe doing some
·
But
dental
programs
might
.
The voluntary retirement promore teaching of internal medicine
posal is to help the dental school have to increase medical training to
and
things like that in our curricucut costs and run more efficiently, keep pace with today's health envi- lum."
ronment,
Nash
said.
.
Wethington said.
He noted that today's dentists
. The discussions are · only preThe proposal will be submitted
to UK's Board of Trustees today, often treat patients whose medical liminary at this point and officials
conditions affect their dental needs. as yet don't know just how. the
he said.
But the dental school's top offi- As examples, he cited older pa- dental curriculum might change,
. ___ . _. .. .
cial says UK is investigating the tients· who might be on multiple Nash said
possibility of revamping .its dental
lExlNGTON HERALO-l.EADER, lExlNGTON, KY. ■ TUESDAY, MAY 3, 1994
school curriculum, with more emphasis on medical training.
Dr. David Nash, the dental
school 'dean, said several national
. '
.
studies have suggested such emphasis.
·•
"One recommendation was
ways to do a· better job of integrating the teaching of medicine and
SPECIAl. STAFF REPORTS
our dental curriculum," Nash said.
Bernadette
Locke-Mattox, whose trail"We're exploring that; probably
blazing
role
as
a female assistant for Kenmost every medical school in the
.
,
tucky's
men's•
basketball
team brought much
country is exploring it."
.
'positive attention to the university, was
Nash said there is no· cimnecrewarded yesterday with a promotion to
tion between a possible' aimcu!um
assistant
athletics director.
change ·and the early retirement
In ~ new role, Lockeproposal for ·dental faculty. ___
Mattox, ·35, will be the priAccording to Wethington, the
mary administrator for UK
early retirement program was
women's athletics, as well
prompted because both the UK and
as supervise eight non-reveathletic director at Villanova.
University of Louisville dental
nue
sports (both men's and
"I feel Bernadette is uniquely qualified for
schools have agreed to reduce enwomen's), monitor athletic
this position," UK Athletics Director CM.
rollments and hold the line on state
department
compliance
Newton said in a news release. "She has
appropriations over next two years.
with- Title IX and genderworked with high-level programs in· both
"As a result, we're looking for
equity guidelines, and manmen's and women's sports and she is a gifted
ways to operate even more effiage all games and events. Locke-Mattox communicator."
ciently in dentistry," Wethington
held in Memorial Coliseum.
''My goal has always been to move into
sard.
UK spokeswoman Rena Vicini said Locke- athletics administration," Locke-Mattox said
The proposal would offer a
Mattox's responsibilities are similar to those in the release. "I truly appreciate the confi"one-time window of opportunity"
previously held by Kathy DeBoer. DeBoer, dence C.M. Newton has in me.
for early retirement, Wethington
now an associate athletic director at UK, was
said.. About 20 dental faculty mem- ·
Locke-Mattox came to Kentucky as a
promoted to that position Aug. 6 to replace
bers would be eligible, he said.
Gene Defilippo, who left UK to become men's assistant basketball coach. in 1990.

UK names Locke-Mattox
.assistant athletics director
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Fhit black law student
at UK rer,a.11s loneline~
BY. DOmE BEAN
H~lEADER EDUCATION WRITER

When John Wesley Hatch wanted to enter law school at the
University of Kentucky, it was the
law that stood in his way.
The year was 1948. The law
was Kentucky's 44-year-old Day
Law, which barred blacks like
Hatch from being educated in the
same schools as whites.
UK offered Hatch a · ~inpromise that allowed him to take law
classes off-campus for a year. In
1949 the_ Day Law was struck
down. But the loneliness and frustration of segregation took its toll
on Hatch's dreams of a law career:
He left law school after three semesters, eventually becoming a college professor. ·
Hatch was back in Lexington
yesterday as the honored speaker
at Fayette County's Law Day luncheon, attended by more than 500
people, most of them lawyers. It
-was sponsored by UK and the local
bar association.
Hatch, the first black to attend
UK law school, was joined by two
other black men who are part of
UK's history: Lyman Johnson, a
retired Louisville teacher and the
first black to attend classes on the
Lexington campus, and Ollen Hinnant, who in 1955 was the first
black to graduate from the UK law
school. Hinnant is a retired lawyer
who lives in Lexingtorc
Returning to UK and Lexington
brought ba:ck "a rush of memories," said Hatch, who spent part of
the day touring campus.
"There haven't been many people in my life I could discuss this
with," he said ..
Hatch's desire to become a lawyer had been basea on a strong family orientation toward careers
of public service, he said. His father
was a teacher arid minister. His
mother taught, and an uncle was
principal of a Lexington school.
''I !hink I always understood
the potential of law'' to bring about
social change, Hatch said.
"When I left UK, I felt that I
had failed and let down the black
community."
·
· J :· '
But Hatch's father adviseci"him·
not to stay with any career that
didn't seem right for him, Hatch
said. ''I had to assess if law -would
take me where_ I wattled to go."
-· Hatch left law school and took
$SO-a-week-teaching position in
Arkansas. He planned to save money, then. enter law school at Howard University.
.
Insfead, he- chose to· take· degrees in sociology, social work and
health education - a career path
that would- take him an: civer. the
world.
-'". ,.-:~\.;;;

an

..

In the 1960s ~~~f1970s, he
initiated a farm cooperative that
-supported 500 poor families in
Mississippi and a program in Bos- .
ton- for. young black women '
brought from the South to Massachusetts as domestics.
He has been a consultant for
several international health organizations, in countries like Tanzania,
Nigeria, Ghana and Zaire.
But in 1948;. at' 20, his world
fview-wis lnnited,he· said.in a brief
I interview yesterday. · . :
.. He accepted UK's compromise
for_ his law school education and
for. twci_ semesters attended classes
ori the-campus of the then-all-black
State University in
1 Kehtucky
Ffl!l}kfort. UK sent four law professor's there to teach him.
The compromise avoided a confrontation with the state over the
Day Law and ·a possible fine
against UK for violating it

l~~:

But in
Jo~son and others
sued t~ ~ttend UK and overturn the
segregat1on__law. They won a landmat:k
,m US: District Court in ·_
f:.exjngtdriii__ n, and UK was ordered to
. a.. t them.,"
-·-;-,,;
-. .
. f ...;.
,. ..,-,,-_
,., ......

ca:

1

· -- Former Gov. Edward T. "Ned"
B_reailiitt, a law student af the time, ·
recalled that a -majority faction of
UK's Bciard of Trustees wanted to
appeal the court's decision against
the recommendation of· then-President Herman Donovan.
But in a dramatic board_meet-

ing, the faction lost after- one mem_-

qer changed his vote.

"c·

•• ,

· _ Johnson and tht! oilier black
students were admitted to UK and
ffi!tch was allowed to attehd classi es on .the Lexington campus._
·• 'Althoug~ Jh~ segregation ended; the sepaJ1!tiO!J gidn't, Hatch and
others recalled yesterday.
_
- ._, In some classes, be was asked
to sit •-.in back or leave a, •seat
between -himself and other -stu' dents. - ---. But
lecture hall, alf the
students went to the back, surrounding ,Hatch in support.
Breathitt was one of them.
"I felt it had to be difficult for
him to be the first," Breathitt said
yesterday. But Hatch had support
from many World War II veterans
who took a more liberal view
toward integration, Breathitt said.
Hatch yesterday urged lawyers
at the luncheon to work for needed
changes in America.
Global competition and the rapid changes in technology have hurt
blacks in the job market, he said.
. _;America needs to rethink its
allocation of resources and address
problems _such as the separateness
of .black. Americans, the crisis·:•in
black families and the education of
black children, he said.
"We have enough answers to
do much better than we're doing."
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Jones ·to call session
June 6 to rewrite budget
BY CHAD CARLTON
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU

-FRANKFORT o.._ Gov. Brereton Jones said yesterday he plans
to call lawmak,:rs back to the
Capitol on June 6 for a special
session to rewrite the state budget
plan he rejected.
The governor also announced
he's hitting the campaign trail next
week, using a statewide bus tour to
promote his proposal· to borrow
$100 million to repair Kentucky's
deterio~ting state parks and add
facilities.
Jones' comments marked the
first movement in nearly a month
on the stalled issue of resolving ,the
two-year spending plan. His comments came during "A-OK Primeline," a public affairs radio program.
The big split between the
House and Senate on the budget
wasn't whether to repair park facilities. Both chambers agreed_ to
borrow at least $70 million for that.
--The major difference was on.
whether the state should take on
more than $200 million in debt to
build everything from park lodges
and a University of Kentucky library to a football stadium and
convention center. The House and
the governor favored the higher
debt while the Senate opposed it.
·Senate Presiden~ John "Eck"
Rose, D-Winchester, said he was
confused by the governor's campaign, called the "Save Our State
Parks" bus tour.
If getting $70 million to repair
parks is his goal, ''he's wasting his
time," Rose said. ''.Just about everybody is in favor·of that."
Instead of conducting a public
relations campaign, the governor
should be meeting with legislative
leaders and talking with his economists, Rose said.
"That's what needs to be done
instead of riding around the state
in a bus/' he said
Jones said yesterday that $70
million for parks repairs is not
enough. "That will not do what
needs to be done for our state
parks," he said.
He said the state needs to
· expand park facilities with things
like golf courses and swimming
pools to draw more tourists and
their dollars to Kentucky.

Jones contended the projects on
his list are sorely needed and nonpolitical. But Jones laughed wheJ)
radio show host AI Smith calledc
him on the issue and asked about a
golf course at Jenny Wiley State
Resort Park, a project in the district
of Jones' closest legislative ally,
House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg.
"You've got to have golf..
courses if you're going to attract .
tourists," Jones said. "Certainly.
(Stumbo) wanted it and still wants
it, but that does not make .it
political."

June session
The. governor ;;aid he expects
to call a special. session on the·
budget June 6 regardless of wheth:
er lawmakers have agreed to a
compromise.
"I'd hoped we might reach a
consensus earlier, but it doesn't
look like that's probably going to
happen," he said.
The Senate had pushed for a
session immediately after the regular session's end in mid-April. But
the. governor and House leaders
wanted to wait until nearer the end.
of the state's fiscal year in June inJ
hopes of getting more tax revenue
than anticipated.
But in a shift of position, Jones
agreed when asked whether it
would have been better to hold a
session before the May 24 election
so voters could hold lawmakers
accountable.
"Absolutely, I do. That's why I
wanted to do it earlier," Jones said.
Legislators haven't met to discuss the budget since the session
ended. Senate leaders plan to meet
Thursday, and House leaders on
Friday. Both sides expect to get
together next week to begin trying
to reach consensus.
Rose said he expects the special .
session will last more than a week
because of the division between the
chambers and between legislators
and the governor. "I think it has
the potential to last quite a while
unless movement occurs," he said.
The Senate is strongly opposed
to tax increases and plunging deep
into debt on construction projects.
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House Speaker Joe Clarke, DDanville, said he senses some
movement in the House toward the
Senate's position. "A number of our
members have gone home and
heard from a lot of. people who
don't" want us to borrow more
money," '.he said.
Rose and Clarke now favor
using unanticipated increases in
tax revenue to pay for parks pro-.
jects rather than borrowing the;
money. ·
The Jones administration raised
the specter of a financial ·windfall
· in early April, saying tax receipts
were· running ahead of schedule
and an extra $30 million to $50
million• might be availalile to
spend.
The- Finance Cabinet said yesterday the General Fund took in
$447 . million in April, 2 percent
more than in April 1993. For the 10
months of the fiscal year, receipts
are up 5,3 percent. The General
Fund must grow by 2.3 percent to
balance the budget
Rose said lawmakers could earmark any extra dollars for parks
and pay for repairs with cash
rather than credit. But, if the windfall doesn't materialize or comes up
short, parks would lose out
Parks would also have to compete with programs, especially in
human services, for the additional
money, Rose said.

Bus tour
· The governor's bus trip next
week will take him from Gilbertsville to Greenup, visiting at least 11
of Kentucky's state parks.
But the kick-off Monday will be
in Louisville at the Kentucky State
Fair and Exposition Center.
"We're actually going to start
in Louisville because the downtown convention center is such an
important project," Jones said on
the radio show.
The $25 million expansion of
the center was included in the Fair
Board's budget in Jones' proposal.
Jones plans to borrow the same
· bus he used on his brief health-care
tour last year. Madisonville businessman Brown Badgett lent the
converted Greyhound to Jones for
the trip.
Jones will be accompanied by
Tourism Secretary · Crit Luallen,
Parks Commissioner Mark Lovely
and oth,er staff members.
The sites and dates for the tour
have been set but the specific times
haven't, said spokeswoman Mindy
Shannon Phelps. They will be announced later this week.
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Jones-plaris·tour to tout
budget; lawmakers wary
By TOM LOFTIJS, Staff Wiiter

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Although he has made
no progress with Senate leaders to resolve the .
budget deadlock, Gov. Brereton Jones said
yesterday he will continue to push for passage
of his controversial list of construction projects
and will set off next week on a statewide bus
tour to promote them.
Jones said he expects to call the General Assembly into special session June 6 to write a
budget that he hopes will include $100 million
in improvements for state parks and major
construction projects elsewhere in Kentucky.
The legislature, in its regular session earlier
this year, deadlocked over the need- for the
projects and the mearis to pay for them, and
Jones vetoed the budget tlie legislilture passed
because it did not fund most projects.
Senate President John "Eck" Rose said yesterday that Jones has not asked to meet with
Democratic leaders to discuss the budget since
the session ended 25 days ago.
: Of Jones' bus pip, Rose said, "I think his
_time wo1!1d be much better spent dealing with
legislative leaders and members _of the legislature as opposed to a bus tour around the state
to areas where the people are already in support of their local project."
,
Rose said he was glad Jones had tentatively
set a date for the session. But he said Jones
hl!5 made no· progress in reaching consensus
with the Senate, where skepticism of the gove~or's plans for the projects runs -deep. Rose
said he doubts any agreement will be reached
by June 6.
Jones' office announced the "Save-OurParks" tour yesterday. And the governor said
?n ~e A-OK Primeline radio program that he
IS likely to call the special session for June 6.
The date would put legislators beyond the
May 24 primary and give Jones time to return
from a late May trade trip t~ Japan.
Jones plans to begin the bus tour Monday at
the State Fairgounds in Louisville and visit five
state parks in the western half of the state over
two days. He will tour six state parks in East-

ern Kentucky on a second phase
Thursday through Saturday.
In the radio interview,.Jones indicated he will use the tour to promote not just parks improvements,
but also some other construction.
projects he proposed in the 1994-96
budget. That budget called for $100
milion in park renovation bonds
and more than · $300 million in
bonds for other projects including
expansion of Commonwealth Convention Center in Louisville, a football stadium for the University or
Louisville, a library for the University of Kentucky, a history center for
Frankfort and a convention center
in Northern Kentucky: .
But late in the session, .when the
Senate could not muster the -votesfor a tax bill to raise- money for the
projects, the House and Senate
deadlocked on the improvements.
The Senate stripped most new construction from the budget. ,
Jones vetoed ihat budget. And the
House, which generally favors. the
new construction spending, sustained his veto.
The General Assembly-must pass
a- budget by July I, when the new.
budget year begins. And since the
legislature adjourned without a
budget; Jones has been talking of a
-plan to pay for the projects without
new or higher taxes. Jones points to
an unexpected upturn in state revenue that could result in $30 million
to $50 million more than was anticipated during the current budget
year. The administration has suggested that the extra money would
continue to flow in future years and
would cover the costs of retiring
bonds for the parks and most other
projects.
Jones seems to favor funding
most - if not all - projects in his
original version of the budget. In
the radio interview yester.day . he
said he would push for all .$100 million for the parks, and he offered
unqualified support for the only other projects discussed - the Commonwealth Convention. Center, and
the Kentucky History Center.
~e said the bus tour will start "in

Louisville because the downtown
convention center is such an important project."
.
<
House Democratic Whip Kenny
Rapier of Bardstown said, "I applaud the governor for trying. We
know the parks need this work, but
I don't know that this bus trip will
help move along any votes of any-.
body already opposed to the projects."
Rapier said the House still strongly favors the projects, and said
-Jones must push for funding more
than just the park renovations if his
budget is to pass the ·House. . ·
Rapier suggested that one way
out of the deadlock would be to use
the additional cash now flowing into
the state treasury to begin the park
repairs in the next fiscal year. If
that extra money continues to be
available ·in 1996, then the bonds
· Jones wants could be issued, Rapier
said.
'1
Rose said Jones must -convince
skeptical· senators that the extra
nioney is going to be available.
"The thing that has to be done is
for him to lay the groundwork by
having his economists _explain
whether this new, surplus money is
recurring revenue or not," Rose
said. "But we're nearly a month
past the regular session and we still
have no indication whether these
monies are recurring."
Rose said that if the Senate can
be convinced the extra $30 million
to $50 million will be available in
each future year·"theh the Senate
may be willing to look at some
limited bonding of projects."
But Rose said, ''If that money is
riot certain to recur, then I thirik
there would only be agreement to
not bond but pay-as-you-go for just
parks improvements or whatever."
Jones and lawmakers also remain
deadlocked on whether the special
session can approve Jones' plan to
bring 201,000 now-uninsured Kentuckians into the federal-state Medicaid program.
Jones said that. he "absolutely"
would put the issue on the special
session's agenda, and that it can be
done at a small initial cost.
Rose was skeptical. He said th~t it
· is a complicated issue that "would
in itself take weeks and weeks to
pass the General Assembly."
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WKU regents adopt lean, te_ntativ¢ ·:
budg~t; $113.4 million is up 2 pct. :

1

- ·- By M. DAVID GOODWIN
Staff Writer
· ·

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
Western Kentucky University's regents approved a tentative budget
of $113.4 million yesterday tbat
they hope will be comr.atible witb
tbe General Assembly s· appropriation for tbe school later this year.
President Thomas Meredith
said tbat because tbe legislature
bas not passed a state budget,
school officials· recommended increasing tbe university's budget
by only 2 percent. Gov. Brereton
Jones has not scheduled a special
session to deal with tbe state
·budget·_ •·
''We believe this Is a'worst-case
scenario," ·. said James Ramsey,
' vice president for finan_ce and administration. He. presented tbe
budget to the regents yesterday
during their quarterly meeting.
In order to balance tbe budget,
university. officials recommended
cutting spending in some areas by
$1.5 million; tbat includes the
elimination of 19 positions. Thir-

teen of the jobs involve faculty,
and most of those are vacancies
tbat will not be filled.
But even witb those cutbacks,
officials said, overall expenditures
will increase by $4.1 million, with
more than $2.1 million allocated
for faculty and .staff raises.
Faculty regent Raymond Mendel cast the lone vote against the
budget, saying that it goes a~ainst
ttie teaching and learning nussion
of the university. He suggested
looking for trims in non-academic
programs.
Meredith said faculty and staff
members who participated in
budget discussions .weren't
pleased with the tough· decisjons;
they made. But he said such tasks
have become routine lately because the state is reducing alloca•.
tions for higher education.
·
Regent C.C. Howard Gray said
tbat because of the steady decline
in state funds, the board of regents has looked for ways to
make up for the cutbacks. He said
the WKU Foundation, created last
year, will help do that.
Chairman Burns Mercer said
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that ·because the state probably
will continue reducing its funding,
this budget incorporates the first
of what are likely to be several ·
cuts the university must make.
In -other business, the regents:
■ Approved a 7 percent raise .
for Meredith. His salary will rise .
from $116,000 to $125,000.
·
■ Approved a· $20,004 salary
supplement for Robert M. Rutledge Ill, executive director of the
.WKU Foundation. He also is the
university's vice president for institutional advancement and oversees Western's offices for development, alumni affairs, university ;
relations and the new Institute for :
Economic Development· and Public Service. He is paid $87,000 by
the university; the $20,004 salary
is for his role with tbe foundation,
Meredith said.
·
■ Opened offices for tbe new
institute in a renovated Kmart on ·
Nashville Road. Former Gov. Wal- :
lace Wtlkinson, who was instru- :
mental in getting money to start :
the institute, spoke at the opening.

11, 1994

■ BOWLING GREEN

Western regents approve budget The
Western Kentucky U_niversity Board of Regents
yesterday approved a $113.4 million budget for
1994-95, an increase of $2.56 million over the
1993-94 budget. The 1994-95 budget is based on a
· 2 percent increase in state appropriations, or
$917,700. The budget also includes a 5 percent
pool for salary increases. Also yesterday, the
regents· approved increasing President Thomas
Meredith's salary from $116,000 to $125,000 a
year.
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A degree of success
Kevin Lye is graduating from North Carolina State University
on Saturday- a year early - with four bachelor's degrees, experience as a student government leader and more than 275 hours of
volunteer work as a hospital aide under his belt.
He's not perfect. Among all his As is one B ....:. in algebra. It •
lowered his grade-point average from a perfect 4.0 to 3.976. His·
degrees are in math, biochemistry, biology and chemistry.
This fall Bowman Gray School of Medicine will give Lye, 21, a
merit scholarship. for tuition and assign him to an -elite group of
students.
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Senate leaders chide Jones,
schedule budget hearings
By TOM LOFTIJS

Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The gulf between
the Senate and Gov. Brereton Jones over
the budget widened yesterday as Senate
President John "Eck" Rose charged Jones
with a failure of leadership in resolving the
ongoing dispute.
At a news conference yesterday with other Senate leaders, Rose said the Senate will
take the lead with budget committee hearings next week to examine the state's revenue outlook and explore Jones' apparent
plan to use surplus funds to pay for improvements for state parks and other key
construction projects.
"The leadership from the governor . . .
has not been there," Rose said of Jones'
failure to outline and justify his course.
"We're going to provide that."
Jones responded in kind:
"Without the leadership of the governor's
office, we would have a budget right now
that would be a total disaster for this state.
Without the leadership from the governor's
office, we would not be spending any money at all on the maintenance of our state
parks." ·
The state's 1994-96 budget was supposed
to have been approved during the regular
session earlier this year. But the House and
c~nate deadlocked over the need for some
construction projects and tax bills needed
to pay for them. Ultimately, the legislature
passed a budget without money for Jones'
priority projects, including $100 million to
repair and improve state parks.
Jones vetoed that budget. Now he must
call the legislature into special session to
pass a budget before the new budget period
begins July l. Jones said he expects to convene the session June 6.
Jones repeated yesterday that revenue
trends through April indicate the state will
take in $30 million to $40 million more than
had been anticipated for the current fiscal
year.
Jones said his economic advisers tell him
that that money is " recurring'' revenue that is, a continuing flow of funds that
could be used in future years to pay off the
20-year bonds that will finance the projects.
That will be a crucial point in next week's
hearings.
Rose said yesterday that Senate leaders
have grown "very concerned" because four
weeks have passed since the session ended,
and Jones has yet to explain and justify his
surplus spending plans.

"What we need to be doing at this point
is determining if there is additional money," Rose said. "If you will, to see if the
Easter Bunny did come to Frankfort and
leave money - and if the Easter Bunny left
recurring money."
Key House members said they will cooperate in a joint meeting of the Senate and
House budget committee to conduct the
hearings. The hearings are planned to coin•
cide with Jones' plans for a weeklong bus
tour to 11 state parks over five days to promote his park plan.
"I feel like that is not a good use
of his time," Rose said of Jones' bus
tour, "because everyone would like
to fund not only those projects but
countless other ones if money were
available ... . The thing to do at this
point is to start with trying to determine if there's money available."
Rose said it's virtually certain that
the budget will provide funds - either in cash or with bonds - for
park renovation and repair.
But Jones said Rose was a Johnny-come-lately to the cause of the
parks.
"Eck appears to be saying, 'Oh,
we've been for that all along.' Well,
if they were for that all along, they
should have sent me a budget that
included that," Jones said.
Jones said that the extra revenue
comes from existing taxes and like the other $5 billion in annual
revenue flow from those taxes would be considered recurring. "I
think that there would be a responsibility if someone wants to say that
it's not recurring, to prove that it
would not be," he said.
But Rose noted that a revenue
shortfall last summer forced Jones
to cut $300 million in spending. "So
it doesn't really make a whole lot of
sense to say, 'Well, we've got a $20
million surplus now - we're going
to spend it.' "
Though skepticism of the governor's plans runs deep in the Senate,
some key senators are hoping some
way can be found to pay for major
projects in their districts.
In Jefferson County alone, funding for four major projects is at
stake - expansion of Commonwealth Convention Center, a football stadium for the University of
Louisville, a health sciences research building at U of L and a new

court building.
Asked if he would push for funding those projects during the budget
session, Senate Democratic Floor
Leader David Karem said, "Obviously, as a person from Jefferson
County, I'm interested in those projects. I'm also interested in being, as
sure as (Rose) that there is money
available for projects."
Most House members favor funding the projects, though House
Speaker Joe Clarke also remains
wary of Jones' plans. House leaders
plan to meet today with Rep. Marshall Long, D-Sbelbyville, chairman
of the House budget committee.
Jones has asked to meet with both
House and Senate leaders this afternoon, though most Senate• leaders
said scheduling conflicts would
keep them from the meeting.
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Ros. vow~ to provid ~udg t I, ::adl i;rship
Senate president questions J9nes'· ac_tions
BY CHAD CARLTON
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT _:_ Senate President
John 'tEck" Rose yesterday accused
Gov. Brereton Jones of failing to pro.vide leadership to resolve the budget
crisis, and lie pledged to fill the. void. .
Rose, D-Winchester, called for legislative committee hearings - starting
as soon as next week - to determine
whether the state will get the $30
million to $40 million in extra revenue
that Jones predicts.
Jones wants legislators to Use much
of the money as the first installment on
hundreds of millions of borrowed dollars to repair and expand state parks .
and build dozens of other new projects
statewide. '
Rose is skeptical of Jones' prediction
of a financial windfall and wants t_o .
question the governor's and t~e l,egislature's economists on the subiect.
"We ought to see if the Easter
bunny did come to Frankfort and leave
money al!d .if the Easter_ bunny left
recurring money," Rose said.
The hearings are a much-needed
step to break the gridlock that has
existed since Jones, vetoed the legislature's budget oill, which jncluded little [
money for construction projects, Rose
said.
'
"The leadership from the governor
... has not been there, and we're going
to provide that," he said.
Jones agreed the hearings would be
a good move and pledged to cooperate.
But the governor took issue with Rose's
assertion that he isn't being a leader.
.- • '.'Without the leadership of the govI ernor's i>ffice, we would have a budget
1

'

: '

right now that would be a
total disaster for this state," Jones
said. ''Without the leadership from
the governor's office, we would not
be spending any money at all on
the maintenance of our state
parks."
The budget passed by the legislature did include $24 rillion for
operations and maintenance at
state parks, part of a $110 million
appropriation for the department.
But it didn't include any of the
$100 million in bond projects that
Jones proposed for Kentucky's de.teriorating state parks.
Legislators generally agreed 9n
borrowing about $70 million to do
repairs, but the Senate balked on
$30 million worth of expansions,
such as golf courses aqd lodges.
The governor vetoed the budget because it didn't include money
for state parks and other projects,
such as a $46 million Commonwealth Library at the. University of
Kentucky.
The governor plans to call lawmakers into special session, probably June 6, to rewrite a budget plan
before the June 30 end of the fiscal
year.
Rose, flanked by other Senate
leaders at a news conference, ques-

tioned the wisdom of the governor's planned statewide bus trip to
build support for the $100 million
bond ·issue for state parks.
"Everybody agrees that the
parks need . to be repaired and
renovated," Rose said. "The governor does not need to generate
support for saving the parks." .
What is needed, he said, is
information to back up the governor's claim that tax receipts will
exceed expectations by more than·
$30 million.
"In the last month, there has
been no preparation made-whatsoever as far as trying to identify this
thkty-some rillion dollars they
have," he said. "There has been no
information . . . as to where that
money is, whether that's recurring
money, whether they are indeed
going to revise the estimates."
House Speaker Joe Clarke, DDanville, agreed that hearings are
needed to determine · whether
there's any extra money to spend.
"I'm very skeptical about the num-'
bers," he ~id. .
Clarke said legislative staff
members estimate the extra revenue at,$18 million to $19 million by
the end of the fiscal year, which
• ends June 30.
·
But Jones said, "I'm confident

at this point in time there will be
money that will be somewhere in
the neighborhood of 30 to 40 million dollars."
Jones plan_s to make his economists· and revenue estimators available for legislative hearings. But he
said it's not important that law,
makers agree on a particular figure
of extra revenue if they agree to
spend any extra dollars on as
many projects as they can from a
ranked list.

"If the money is not there then
we don't spend it," he said.' "We
don't need to waste a lot of time
arguing whether it will be there or

not."

House budget chief Marshall
Long, D-Shelbyville, said he pians
to conduct an interim· meeting of
the House and Senate budget committees Wednesday. Senate budget
'chief Michael R Moloney, whom
Rose asked t·, conduct the hearings, said his-· law practice might
prevent him from being there.
Both Moloney, D-Lexington,
and Long said the hearings are a
good way to try to resolve the
gridlock.
·
"There's no way in the world
we can spend the money until we
know whether we've got it," Moloney said.
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Rose claims Jones' park tour
really focuses on other projects
By TOM LOITUS
Staff Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Senate President
John " Eck" Rose said yesterday that Gov.
Brereton Jones' "Save Our State Parks" bus
tour, which begins today, is intended more
to save Jones' proposed budget than the
park system.
Speaking on WLEX-'IV's "Your Government" program, Rose said that Jones knows
that the General Assembly will find the
money during its upcoming special session
to repair the parks.
"Nobody has a problem doing repair and
renovation," Rose said. But he said Jones is
trying to connect the popular park renovation issue with other construction projects
- both in and out of the park system that are part of his proposed budget.
"His bus tour is in actuality about funding golf courses and stadiums and things of
that nature," Rose said. "That's not being
forthcoming with the public."
The General Assembly passed a 1994-96
budget during its recent regular session, but
Jones vetoed it because it did not include
funding for a score of major construction
projects, including his $100 million plan to
repair and improve the parks.
Jones plans to call lawmakers into special
session on June 6 to pass a budget before
the new budget period begins on July 1.
The major conflict over the budget pits
Jones, who insists the $100 million park
plan and other construction projects are vi-

tal to the state's economic growth, against
Rose, who wants the parks repaired but is
concerned about borrowing too much for
the projects.
Last week Jones announced the bus tour
to promote his park bond issue. The tour
leaves from Louisville this morning and will
go to 11 state parks this week.
On Friday Jones released his plan to finance park repairs, some human-services
programs and his other construction priorities with unanticipated state revenue.
Jones said that the current fiscal year will
end on June 30 with at least $35 million
more in revenue than expected. He wants
most of that money to be spent on park
repairs on a cash basis. He wants to issue
bonds for only one project - the new University of Kentucky library.
If, after the first year of the budget, it
becomes clear that the extra $35 million a
year will continue to flow into state coffers,
Jones' plan calls for issuing bonds to pay
for a score of other construction projects.
Rose likes Jones' plan for the first year.
"It's positive that the governor's proposing
to do some of the repair at the state parks
on a cash basis. I think it's positive that he's
going to put some money into human
needs," Rose said.
But Rose said he remains skeptical that
the extra revenue would recur for each of
the next 20 years, during which bonds for
the projects would be paid off. The legislature's budget committees will hold a hearing on the revenue outlook.Wednesday.
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" I'm concerned about
going ahead and selling
bonds based upon a surplus in the second year, ROSE: Tour
is about "golf
without any regard to courses and
what effect that's going stadiums."
to have on the '96 budget or beyond," Rose said.
Rose said he could not present his own
budget plan because he doesn't know how
much money the state will have to spend.
Generally, he said the park repairs must
be funded. Beyond that, he said that if money is available lawmakers could approve
bonds to finance some projects.
But he said he hoped the new budget
would contain as few new bonds for construction projects as possible. He said the
state cannot afford a mentality " that we go
to Frankfort, that we're going to get some
kind of project and bring it home, and we're
going to get re-elected on the basis of that
project."
And he said the debate over what to fund
with limited new dollars could be long and
loud. "I'm getting calls daily on other aspects of the budget," Rose said.
Rose noted that Jones' plan appears to
spend almost all of the extra revenue for
the governor's priorities. That means legislators would have to cut out a Jones project
to find money for their own.
" I would say the governor will have a
hard time getting what he's proposed
through (the legislature)."
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U of L, Spalding celebrate degrees
of success on graduation day
Kentucky Fair and Exposition CenLOUISVILLE More than ter. Baker is also director of the
2,100 students received their de- University of Pennsylvania Center
grees yesterday at University of · for the Study of Black Literature
Louisville commencement exer- and Culture.
cises, and Spalding University
Honorary degrees were awardawarded 228 degrees.
ed to: former educator, lawyer and
Literary scholar Houston Bak- congresswoman Barbara Jordan;
er, a Louisville native who led the U of L alumna Claire Louise CauModern Language Association of dill, who led in the development of
America, was the speaker at St Claire Hospital of Morehead;
U of L's 196th commencement cere- and Lawrence Leighton Smith, who
monies, which were held at the is entering his fina l season as
ASSOCIATED PRESS

director of the Louisville Orchestra
after a lmost 12 years.
Spalding awarded 47 graduate
degrees and 25 doctoral· degrees
during exercises at Louisville Gardens.
Honorary degrees were awarded to U.S. Rep. Romano Mazzoli, DLouisville; Dr. Benjamin Carson Sr.,
director of pediatric neurosurgery
at Johns Hopkins Hospital; and
Carson's mother, Sonya Carson.
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Endowment announced: The family of a
former Ashland Oil Inc. president, along with the
Ashland Oil Foundation, has established a
$100,000 endowment at Marshall University to
enhance entrepreneurship in the region. The Robert E. Yancey Sr. Entrepreneurship Endowment
was announced by his widow, Estelline T ackett
Yancey,
late las t month. The endowment will pay
n - L----i.. r. , ; _ __ .., __ C"- 1- .-.J..---. ___; _
f _ _
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MU-Yancey
endo.wment
established

ACC

To foster entrepreneurship
By GEORGE WOLFFORD
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.
The family of a former Ashland Oil Inc. president, along
with the Ashland Oil Foundation, has established a $100,000
endowment at . Marshall University to enhance entrepreneurship in the Tri-State.
The Robert E. Yancey Sr.
Entrepreneurship Endowment
was announced by his wid9w,
Estelline Tackett Yancey, on
the same day her late husband
was inducted into Marshall;s
Business Hall of Fame.
Yancey, a 1943 Marshall
graduate recognized as one of
the petroleum industcy,'s top
refining experts, died in 1991,
10 years after retiring from
Ashland Oil's presidency.
In addition to his wife,
Yancey's children, Robert Jr.
and Susan Yancey Farmer,
and nine other family members attended the induction
ceremony. Yancey Jr. is president of Ashland Petroleum Co.,
Ashland Oil's refining arm.
The endowment - 55 percent from the family and 45
percent from the foundation will fund two programs at
Marshall.
Family members originally
conceived of a gift that would
create scholarships, Mrs.
Yancey said, but were enthused when Marshall administrators suggested programs
to benefit the economy of the
Tri-State.
The endowment will fund a
Robert E. Yancey Sr. lecture
series to bring distinguished
entrepreneurs to the campus
as visiting professors, said Dr.
Calvin A. Kent, dean of the
College of Business.
·
Each Yancey Lecturer will
make public presentations,
speak to classes, and consult
with Kent and the faculty on
development of an entrepreneurship curriculum and program.
·The second phase, which
will involve young students
throughout the Tri-State, particularly pleased the family,
Mrs. Yancey said.
·

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
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It will create outreach programs for elementary and secondary students, teaching the
role of entrepreneurs in a market economy.
"What we need to do is help
education, and we felt this
could have an impact on the
creation of small business, economic growth and job stimulation," she said. "It extends
through the entire Tri-State
community.
"We spoke with Judy Thomas, with the Ashland Oil
Foundation, and between us
we had never heard of a program like this, and we thought
it was worthwhile."
Other family gifts have fi.
nanced the R.E. Yancey Sr.
Medical Library at Our Lady
of Bellefonte Hospital and an
organ for the First United
Methodist Church in Ashland.
Yancey was a graduate of
Ashland High School. He
joined Ashland Oil as a . process engineer after graduating
from Marshall. He moved up
through refining positions to
become head of Ashland Chemical Co. and Ashland Petroleum before he became president of the parent corporation
in 1972.
The MU Alumni Association
gave Yancey its Distinguished
Alumni Award in 1967 and the
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to give
degrees
to 186
By GEORGE WOLFFORD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

· ASHLAND - Three students
graduating with high distinction will address Ashland
Community College's commencement Saturday morning
at the Paramount Arts Center.
A total of 186 students are
scheduled to get degrees during the 9:30 a.m. ceremony.
"Student commencement
speakers put the emphasis of
graduation on those whose accomplishments are being · celebrated - the students who
have had to work hard, often
juggling school, work and family obligations to pursue an education," said Dr. Charles Dassance, ACC president. Speakers are:
· ·· •:.~·-· '.'
► Teresa Melvin• of Flatwoods, a Russell High School
graduate who wor.ked for 16
years before college. She is
married to William Edward
Melvin and has three children
'and a grandchild. She plans to
work in an area hospital. ·
►Lad R. Barker, a 1991 graduate of East Carter High
School who came to ACC on
an academic scholarship. and
who was also a Commonwealth
Scholar. He has completed 60
hours of college work with a
3.63 grade-point average and
plans to continue his education next fall, although he
doesn't know where yet. He is
a son of Ralph and Judy Barker of Grayson.
__,.,·" > .'
►Jon F. Glass, a' former
Carter Countian who lost his
sight in an accident before
starting at ACC. He has maintained an A average while
completing work on an associate degree in business management. He plans to pursue a
bachelor's degree ·in business
administration at Morehead
State University. .
The 1994 graduation list includes 20 associate of arts degrees; 19 associate of science
degrees and 147 associate of
applied science degrees.
ACC moved its commencement to the Paramount
last year to accommodate the
large number of family and
friends of graduates.
The school has scheduled its
annual Honors Night program
Friday at 7 p.m. in the college
auditorium, recognizing
achievements by students, faculty, staff and community residents in the past year.
Both programs are open to
,i.t._ - - - L H _
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of Appalachian women.in poverty·
'

.
.
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That IS mu~h
and .
doors .
Rosenburg said services like hers t~e ,same · mIS· - - - ~ - - - - - - - - opened.
are trying to reverse the results of s1on of t~~ New
.
Ca'!lpbell,
generations of abuse degradation Opporturuties School for Women at whose mother and two sisters have
and deprivation.
'
Berea College. Twice a year, women also used Rosenburg's support serv"We certainly have a long history from six Appalachian states spend ices, said she is looking forward to
. of not encouraging people to com- three weeks at the school learning working with computers l;llld possi'plete their fonnal education - peri- how to get on with their lives.
bly teaching someday. For now, she
od," said Rosenburg, who has been·
Jane Stephenson, the program"s is working on being an example to
'.operating the program at the com- founder and director, said 65 per- her children, especially het only
·.munity college for 7½ years. She cent of the women who take part , daughter - 3-year-old Nikki Leigh.
·said women in the region usually are either divorced, separated or
"I think she'll be successful," she
"fall into the culturally accepted tra- widowed. Of the 14' attending next said of her daughter. "She can do it
.~ition" of marriage and childbear~ month's session, 13 had family in- on her own, too. I think it's going to
mg.
comes ofless than $10,000, she said. help in her life a lot."
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
May 15, 1994

Transy receives
$72,000 graht
LEXINGTON. Transylvania University
has received a $72,000 grant
from the Zantker Charitable
Foundation of Lexington that
will support a new
scholarship program for
Jewish students beginning
this fall. .

The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

MU receives
$70,000-plus
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. The Willow Wood, Ohio,
man who was the major
contributor for construction
of Marshall University's
H.E.L.P. (Higher Education
for Learning Problems)
facility has donated more
than $70,000 for a H.E.L.P.
computer laboratory.

May 15, 1994

Wilbur E. Myers donated
17 computers, including a
file server, network
software, two laser jet
printers, a plotter and a fax
machine that will be used
for tutorial support in
assignments and
remediation.

The Sun·day Independent, Ashland., Kentucky,
·: May 15, 1994

Ground broken
for OU building
IRONTON, Ohio Ground was broken April
29 for a new $5. 7 million
classroom project at Ohio
University Southern
Campus.
The new educational
plant is fully funded with
state funds and will be built
and occupied within 15
months.
The three-story,
38 370-square-foot federal ·
style structure will match
existing buildings in
material, color and
architecture and will be
located off the northwest
corner of the Collins
Center. It will be linked to
the ·collins Center and the
Academic Cel).ter via
walkways and a large
center court for student and
community functions. An
additional entry/ exit road
on the lower end of the
campus will provide easy
access between the 150-spot
parking lot and Liberty
Avenue.
The new facility will
include 17 multiple size
classrooms Tanging from 20
to 60 seats and a 200-seat
student lounge and
additional office spaces for
full-time faculty and staff,
dean's office and a seminar
room.
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'This noted status' •••

positive coverage about anything that happens 1n this end of the state. You really
Regarding your April 26 "yokelocracy" need to be a little charitable towards your
at Murray editorial:
backward cousins out here and a little less
Murray State University is ~ed ~ ~e condescending and presumptuous in your
top quartile of the best schools of its kind m editorializing about people's motives.
the entire South. No other public college or Maybe you're jealous, maybe you don't
university in Kentucky comes close, none; really know what goes on in places that are
only -one in Tennessee. Murray State has different from where you live, or maybe it's
achieved this noted status because of the facway you were raised.
.
ulty. This being the same faculty who raises justAtthe
any rate, in '!'Y judgment, your _9?1toimportant issues with the regents, a cause rial was
narrow-minded and mean-spmted,
for controversy so loved by the press. Such a long on cutesy
wording_ and invective, andstraightforward exchange of views is consid- short on mature judgment·based on knowlered a strength in real universities, a process edge and fact. I find that truly depressing
not practiced 1n yokeldon\s.
·
coming, as it does, from what is supposed
· As unsuitable as was the process the reto
be a bastion of enlightened thought, the
gents employed in their search and as under- big-city
newspaper.•••
standably apathetic as the to~eople w~re
BILL PRICE, Professor
in regard to the search process, if you think
College of.- Education
Kem Alexander is a clodhopper, or that
Murray State University
those who chose him are, you say much
. · Murray, Ky. 42071
more about your own provincialism than
that of the people in Murray.
JAMES WIWS, Professor

College of Education
Murray State University
Murray, Ky. 42071

■

■

■

'Condescending'

Meow! Meow! What a catty little commentary you put together to summarize the ~ing of a new president at Murray S~te Ull;l·
versity. Thank you, but we really think this
particular stink has been stirred sufficiently
and, despite your efforts to characterize eveiyone west of the Gene Snyder Freeway as
bumpkins and good old boys, there are
many who truly care about this university
and want to put the controversy behind us.
Maybe it would make better news for you if
we continued to call each other names or
were all falllng on our swords, but we really
think it more important to pull back together
and move forward
You managed, 1n the space of seven
paragraphs, to put all of us who live 1n
small towns in our grubby little places and,
by beating the student newspaper horse all
over again, remind everyone that it's never
wise to pick a fight with those who buy
their ink by the barrel..••
Frankly, we've come not to expect much
from The Courier.Journal 1n the way of
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Ups -and downs
·a stirring commencel!lent speegb>
I

b

■ ■ ■

For many a gradting college. stu- _
cient, the best thing
about a commence,
ment speech is that
it eventually (arid' .
mercifully) ends. _
That wasn't the case this year,
however, for graduates at the University of Kentl,lcky.. ·
This year's commencement
speaker was Bobbie Ann Mason,
the UK grad whose novels have
made her one of the best known
writers of her generation. Her
speech (which we will be reprinting
in Sunday's Opinion & Ideas section) had something to say, an~ it
said it with wit, style and brevity.
That makes it, frankly, a marvel of
modem public rhetoric.
.
A be-robed scholar. couldn't ask
for a better graduation present. A
m~ilbag of thank-you notes is in

••• 'Financ,;ial challenges'

As a faculty member and administrator at
Murray State University fqr over 20 years, I
read with anguish your April 26 editorial on
the presidential selection process at Murray
State and what you think it impli~s abo?t ~e
institution. Yes, the search was disturtnng m
many ways. And, yes, there are legitimate ~
concerns about the outside pressures that
may influence the future of the institution.
And, yes, like all other financially strapped
universities in Kentucky, Murray is struggling to sustain excellence.
But, despite its governance problems and
despite the public -spectacle that has frequently accompanied them, Murray State is
a strong regional state university. Its greatest strength is the academic quality and the
commitment of its faculty. They deserve
much better than they have received - locally as well as 1n Frankfort. The strong
academic programs and faculty have been
severely strained by the inadequacies of
state fiscal planning and by institutional allocations that have resulted 1n very low faculty salaries. With faculty from some of the
best graduate programs in this country and
abroad, with the state's finest international
studies program, and with a general studies
curriculum that requires broad humanities,
fine arts, .and world civilizations courses,
Murray State is far from provincial.
While the "good old boys''. may be celebrating, let's keep the issues in perspective.
Every state university must steer a difficult
course between caving in to public pressures
that may not be in the best interests of educating students and isolating themselves
from the communities they serve. Faculty,
staff, administrators, and -students are disturbed because they care deeply about the
quality of the institution. Alumni and people
across the region, as well as the folks 1n the
local coffee houses, are also stakeholders,
and we need their support. Despite our diffi.
culties, Murray State continues. to be one of
the best values for cost ln. higher education
1n the country.
'
However, if we are to solve the serious
financial challenges facing Kentucky higher
education, we need leadership and support
at every level - including favorable publicity
of our firier academic accomplishments.
JOE CARTWRIGHT, Dean

College of Humanistic Studies
Murray State University
Murray, Ky. 42071
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rM38on: Ken~cky n ~ its. young. people
BY BOBBIE ANN MASON
progress and that evefythil)g 'Yould
hope js that we can try again he best advice I ever heard anyalways get better.
;.
expenment, change, evolve. Every
body give in a commencement
I imagine it looks different to you.
generation seems to have to learn
_ . address was this: Today, as you
A-lot of things have gotten ~cirse.,You everything for itself. But there have to
get ready to leave college and enter
face some' of the same proble!Ils w~
be shortcuts if we're to take advantage
the real worl6, 1 ou need to remember
faced, plus a whole l?t m~re, mcludmg . of ~hat history teaches. Through eduthat the real world-is nothing like
some that we never 1magmed: worldcat10n, we can hope to get a jump on
college. The real world is actually a
wide pollution, scary new diseases,
history.
whole lot more like high school.
intematio!lal terrorism, an economy
,
And there has been. progress. We
So get ready. Things are goofy_ out that no longer guarantees Y?Ung peo- . have to hope that life can get better.
I'
there.
pie a better chance than their parents
Think about this: Would you rath1 Kentucky,
As some of you may know, I am a got.
,
.
er be launching your careers in to,which sits
UK graduate. I grew up on a farn, in
You've heard all this before. ·
·day's America or in the America that .
1
between
Western Kentucky. I grew up among
There's no escapin~ the fact that you , existed several generations ago? The
, North and
dairy cows and chickens and cats and face an extremely msecure future.
United States, which we like to believe
•, South, not
dogs. I picked blackberries in the
But what I want to tell you today
is the best nation the world has ever .
summer to earn my spending money. I is that I envy you. You're heading out seen, used to be a place where human
quite In the
there at perhaps the best time in our
slavery was legal; where people said,
East and not liked to read books. I spent summer
afternoons
reading
under
a
maple
tree.
history.
I
say
it
is
the
best
time
and seriously believed, that the only
quite In the
I left the farm to go to the univerprecisely )lecause it is sci uncertain .., \good Indian was a dead Indian; where
.Mldwest,.ls
sity, to learn about ideas and pursue a
Everything is up for reconsider-, : '•women had no political - and prevery near the life of the mind. In time, that pursuit
ation today. Everything.is being de- , : cious few legal rights; where upstand. heart of
led me back to where I started, but ,
bated and questioned. As a country; : _. ing, law-abiding citizens commonly
America. We with a deeper appreciation and sense
we dori't know for sure what we ..•.. _.; carried a deadly weapon or two when
of who I was and where I had _come.
believe or where we're going.'
'· '~" • they traveled any distance from home.
, are a
But this is wonderful. If !here's ' ,:;:;~!Jll!, of these extreme conditions sur'microcosm of froin arid where I belonged iri relation
· ·
any hope'for humanity, it is.exactly in ··•:'\rived until quite recently.
·
this nation, . tci the world.
I
feel
this
was
a
necessary
and
our
capacity
to
throw
out
t~e
old
There's
one
more
thing
I'd
like
to
both what's
' fulfilling journey, and one that has
answers and ask the big qu~tions all say today. Many of you were born and
best about It enabled me to do my best work. I
over again. Maybe, one of tl\ese days, raised in Kentucky, but the rest of you
,and what's. think that's what an education can
we'll come up with some ari~wers that.1 came here from outside the state:
worst. . .
sometimes do - lead us forward and. 'York for a change. .· ·
.
·
Either way, as UK graduates, you
out into ltte world and then lead us .
Of.course, the record of humanity ! will go through life identified with
) BOBBIBANN
around and back, full circle, so that we hasn't been very admirable so far. We Kentucky. I want to urge all of you to
MASON
can see where we have been and-:
are the species that developed war and wear your Kentucky identity proudly.
where we might be going.
,- ",,,_
· then waged a new war for each new . We play some pretty good basketball
l graduated from UK on a day like · genera_tiori from time immemorial. We· here, I believe, and we're known for
·, this in the '60s. The future s••med
· are the ones who polluted the streams· our race horses.
· z,._ · _,very bright. ,The world .my u .... nates and lhe rivers, and p.1t dow,1.the
But that's not the whole story by
and I faced contained many problems
forests, and poisoned the food chain._ · any means. Today Kentucky is known
- the threat of nuclear war, the racial We are the ones who set up social ·
for leading the nation in education
strife in our nation, the challenge of
systems in which a few people get
reform and for conducting leadingfighting poverty.
most of the wealtb while millions of
edge medical research and for producBut basically, life seemed fairly
their fellow human beings grind out
ing world-renowned ~usidans and
simple to us, and full of promise. Like their lives in miserable poverty. That's artists and scholars, including Nobel
most American generations before us, . our record so far, or at least a major
Prize-winning scientists.
we assumed that our birthright was to · part of it:
Kentucky, which sits between
have better lives ti, .,. our pa, •.His. We
So I say it's a fine thing for us to north and south, not quite in the east
assumed that we ' .1 in a land of
question the old wa; Our greatest
and not quite in the midwest, is very

T

i

near the heart of America. We are a
microcosm of this nation, both what's
best about it and '\vhat's worst.
During the Civil War, A,braham
Lincoln once said, "I hope that God is
on our side. But we must have Kentucky."
Well, the same could be said to-·
day. We can't be entirely sure that
God smiles on our nation, but we can
be sure that the future of the nation
hinges on places like Kentitcky, and
on young people with their eyes wide
open.
So this is what I hope for you. I
hope that as you leave your alma·
mater and stand in the face of an
111;certain future, you will be charged
with energy and determination, and ·
that you will be proud of your University of Kentucky education,
Finally, as you go out there and
prepare to assume the work of our
nation, I hope all of you will remember
to look back. It is important to leave
home to get perspective. But it is
important to return, wo, to come full
circle.
And I say this to you native Kentuckians especially: Kentucky needs
its young people, and too many of
them leave for good. Like me, _you
may move far away from Lexmgton,
Ky., and maybe you won't come back
here for a long time. But I imagine
that someday you will come back
even if ju~t for a visit, imd you'll ~troll
around this campus reeling affection
and nostalgia.
I hope you will all come back. UK
is.a'place worth being nostalgic about.
And you can't forget that we do
play some pretty good basketball here.
■ Bobble Ann Mason, the noted
author who lives in Anderson County,
delivered these remarks May 8 as the
University of Kentucky's commencement speaker. She was .awarded the
honorary degree of doctor of letters.
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Babbage is Kentucky's secretary

The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

May i5, 1994

Schoo1 ··broadened horizons,
speaker tells ACC graduates
urday at a ceremony in the
Both Glass and Barker inParamount Arts Center. tend to continue their educaFriends and family of the grad- tions in the fall.
uates filled the classic theIn addition to his role as a
ASHLAND - A Jormer poSt· ater's main floor and balcony.
speaker in the ceremony,
master said quitting her job to
Barker, a 1991 graduate of Barker was named outstandgo back to college has given East Carter High School, at- ing man graduate.
her a whole new · set of op- tended ACC on an academic
Leona M. Brown of Ashland,
portunities.
s c h O 1 a .r s h i p , a C o m- who worked at Ashland Sav. Teresa Sargent Melvin of monwealth's Scholarship and ings and Loan for 15 years beFlatwoods worked for the U.S. a grant . from his employer, fore returning to college, was
Postal Service for 16 years and Ralph's Supermarket in Gray- named outstanding woman.
e nd ed her career as po st• son. He received his associate She is a member of Phi Theta
master at Greenup. She gradu- in science degree.
Kappa, president of her nursated from Ashland Community
ing class, and winner of the
College Saturday with an asGlass, who lost his sight in N t·
I c OII · t ·N
·
sociate in applied science de- an accident seven years ago_,
a wna
egia e ursmg
Award.
·
gree in nursing.
had been out of high school for
The college gave Distin10 years when he returned to
. h
She told fellow graduates college. He said that passage of · gms ed Service Awards to a
and others attending the com- time along with his injury member of its aclvisory board
mencement ceremony Saturmade it difficult for him to re- and a former administrator'.
day that while becoming post- turn to school, but students
J. Edward Maddox was recm aster was a great acand faculty at ACC helped him ognized for more than 29 years
complishment for her, '"it conquer his :fears and ·under- as a member of the board.
wasn't what I wanted to do the
stand himself better. He fin- Maddox was appointed to his
rest of my life," she said.
ished his work at ACC with an sixth term on the board in
•
February. His term expires in
She said it was difficult to
A average and as a member of 2000 _
quit her job and give up the
Phi Theta Kappa, a national
A native of Carter County,
income she had become used honor fraternity.
Maddox has lived in Ashland
to, but "I will never regret
"I thank all of you for being since 1925. He retired from
making that decision."
there for me .and helping me Armco Inc. after 20 years as
Melvin was one of three through it all," Glass said. "I manager for human resources.
graduates to speak at com- couldn't have made it without
Martha L. Tate of Hopkinsmencement, along with Lad you."
ville was recognized for 30
Barker and Jon F. Glass.
He received an associate in years of service to ACC. Tate,
· The three were among 186 applied science degree in busi- a native of Ashland, retired
students who· got degrees Sat- _ ness management technology;
from ACC in 1979.
By SAM ADAMS
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
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Powell urges Howard gradua(~~ .
to avoid swamp·of ethnic hatre..d;}
• -

'" .-•

•-'a

By ROBIN TONER
··
"Let me say t~ you in° the strange New York Times News Service
est terms possible, we who have the
~leadership responsibility ·at Howard
WASHINGTON - Gen. 'colin
Gen. Colln
University will not allow our histoPowell, the former chairman of the
Powell
ry, our honor and our integrity to be
Joint Chiefs of Staff, told Howard
Says we must
besmirched and tarnished by a few
, · University's graduating class yester'not applaud
. visitors and students' who espouse
· day that African Americans cannot
racial hate
deplorable; unfounded and hateful
afford "a detour into .the swamp of
views " · · · · '
hatred" and would break faith with
·'
.P~e11~J spei!ch ~ clearly
their history to "show tolerance"
tended to transcend the troubles.of
for any philosophy based on ethnic message of self-reliance, of educa- Howard, however. He .noted that
or racial hatred. · •
·
tion, of hard work and of the need over the past week, "intractable enPowell used his commencement to raise strong families," he said: emies" in Sou!!1Africa and the_Mid•.
address to respond to the recent fu. "But there is utter foolishness, there . !11~ East. had shown how you. can
ror a_t Howard. over the sp~es of is evil, and there is danger in the· · JOm hands '!lld create a force of
Khalid Muhammad of the Nation of 'message of hatred or of condoning moral au~~nty more pow~~
Isla_m, speeches that have spu~ a violence, however cleverly the mes- any army, ..
.
·
.·
nati~nal debate over black.JeW1Sn- sage is packaged or entertainingly it
He.added:_ Th~re IS a message m
relations.
is presented " ·
those. two histonc events for those:·
" ~owell defended !he university as
He added:° ''We must find nothing of us assembled today. As the wo_rld
ngorousl~, prot~g. the freed?m to stand up and cheer about or lip- goes forward, ':"8 cannot ~ going
of speech, noting tliat the First plaud in a:message of racial'or eth- -backward. African Amencans- have•
Amendment "is intended to protect nic hatred."
, come too far, and we have too far
the controversial, ~ven tbe out_raThe · cheering response to . Mu: yet .to go, to take a detour into the
geo~ word,. not Just comforting hilmmad's speeches, which focus on swamp of hatred.. We_ as a people
platitudes too mundane to need pro- tbe plight of blacks and the sins of who have suffered so much from
tection."
whites particularly Jews has the hatred of others Qlust not now
Being host to "controversial prompted much of the
in re- show tolerance for any movement
speakers who shock our sensibili- cent months; Howard students and or philosophy that has as its core
ties" he added, is quite different faculty have asserted that the views the hatred of Jews or tbe hatred of
from endorsing their views. But of a tiny minority were vastly over- any other group!'
Powell said that tbe freedom to hear played.
,
Powell, who retired from the
all views bears with it the responsiThat point was' made anew at yes- chairmanship of the joint chiefs last
bility to "sort out wisdom from fool- terday's ceremony by Wayman year, is at work on his memoirs, a
ishness."
·
· Smith m, chairman of the Howard spokesman said. He was awarded
"There is great wisdom in tbe Board of Trustees:
an honorary· degree yesterday.

IA·

furo;
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Georgetown College gets $1 miJiion'gift'
',,

I

'

.

BY CHRIS PoORE
CENTRAL KENIDCKY BUREAU

A New York foundation awarded a
$1 million unrestricted gift to Georgetown College last week, the largest the
school has received since its founding in
1829, President William Crouch announced at commencement yesterday.
The donation came from the Geoffrey C. Hughes Foundation, a private,
independent philanthropic foundation in
New York City.
Georgetown College has not decided
how to use the money.
The next largest unrestricted award
was $300,000, given to the college a few
years ago by a private foundation in
Frankfort.
Crouch also announced that the
school has achieved national recogni-'
tion as top liberal arts institution.
The. Carnegie Foundation for the
Advan,ement of Teaching has named
Georgetown College to the Baccalaureate (Liberal Arts) College I category in
its classification of colleges and univer_sities, he said.
·

a

"This places Georgetown College in
a select group of Kentucky schools with
Centre College, Transylvania University
and Berea College," he said.
The ranking is determined by the
selectivity of· the school's admission
standards. It is given to schools that
award 40 percent or more of their
bachelor's degrees in liberal arts. !he
college's new ranking will be listed in

Breathitt praises KERA in Murray State address
AsSOCIATED PRESS

Breathitt said higher education
Former.
Edward T. , ''Ned" will play a vital role in helping to
Breathitt praised Kentucky's educa- ensure the success of the Kentucky
tion-reform law during Murray State Education Reform Act.
University's commencement yesterbut
Murray State's commencement
warned that higher education de- was among several graduation· cereserves the same attention.
· monies observed yesterday at Ken- ·
"Few caJI question that the com- tucky colleges and universities.
mitment is there to provide a betterBreathitt, · Kentucky's governor
quality education for our young peo- from 1963-67, said that in coming
ple as they reach out to attain a high years, students will enter college betschool diploma," Breathitt told the ter prepared than previous generaschool's 1,400 graduates.
tions.
"At the same time, the state ...
"They will have increased expeccannot ignore the need to advance the· tations of how they should be taught
goals of higher education, giving these and what they can achieve,'' he .said.
same students the opportunity to de- . "This change in student preparedness
velop whole new learning skills and for university life will have significant
·keep pace with new knowledge."
implications."

Goy.

the 1994 edition of A' Classification of
Institutions of Higher Education.

Murray State awarded Breathitt
an honorary doctorate: The university ';
houses his gubernatorial papers and
named its animal research facility in
Hopkinsville in honor of him in 1982. .
At Thomas More College,. 213
graduates received degrees __and ad0
vanced certificates at the school's 66th
commencement
Meanwhile, 67 students received
their degrees at St Catharine College,
the . largest graduating class in the
school's history.

In Louisville, Bellarmine College
awarded degrees to 368 students dur- •
ing it::. 41st annual commencement. Of
the 368 degrees, 109 were inaster's
degrees. '

. Fox encouraged the class to be more
concerned with who they are than what.. ·
iliey do.
''.lobs are being invented and reinvented as we sit here," she said. "It's
important to embrace change, not-cope,
endure or tolerate it. Those who embrace change will be the winners in this
world and the hereafter. ·
· "If you live your values, even when
it hurts, you will be the best that you

· "This is the most significant thing .
that .has happened to . Georgetown's
academic program in the seven years I
have been on staff, here," said Charles
Boehms, senior vice president and academic dean.
Kentucky Education Television Executive Director Virginia G. Fox delivered the commencement address to 219
graduates, one of the largest graduation
can be."
·
classes in the last decade.
Jennifer Reber of Clinton was chosen

by her classmates to giv~ the senior
.
· The President's Award, recognizing
a senior who excels academically and
demonstrates outstanding student leadership, was given to John Pan-ick Hanly,
an English major from Frankfort. ·
~rgetown College, about 12 miles
north of Lexington, is a four-year,
private liberal arts institution affiliated
with the Kentucky Baptist Convention.
Em;ollment is 1,300 undergraduate and
graduate students.

dass ·speech.

.
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Breathitt_ urges state not to forget_ .. _
colleges· whil~ helping. public schools
foundation. ''This is the single larg- ed Way· of America, urged · the
est unrestricted gift in the history of graduates to "hold to the touchFormer Gov. Edward T: "Ned" Georgetown College,'' Crouch said stones of family and faith" and to
Breathitt praised Kentucky's educa- of'the donaµon from the. Geoffrey cherish the ·values of · character,
tion-refoi:m law during Murray c. Hughes Foundation.
· hard work, determination and courState University's graduation yesCrouch also announced that the age.
terday, but he said higher education school has achieved national recogSt. catharlne College - Sixtydeserves the same attention:
nition as a top liberal-arts inStitu- seven students received their de"Few can question that the com- tion.
grees. at St. Catharine College, the
mitment is thereto provide a better·The Carnegie Foundation for the largest . graduating class in the
quality· education for our young Advancemeht of Teaching has school's history.
.
people as they reach out to attain a named Georgetown College to the
Sandra Welch, an' executiv~ vice
high school diploma,'' Breathitt told• Baccalaureate (Liberal Arts) College president of the Public Broadcasting
the school's I 400 graduates. .
· I category in its classification of col- Serviee in Alexandria, Va,, told the
"At the SM!e time, the state • . . Ieges and uniyersities, he said. ·.
graduates that she was a student at
cannot ignore the need to advance
Baccalaureate I colleges are selec• st. Catharine when President John
the goals of higher education, giv- live in admissions and award 40 F. Kennedy was shot.
ing these same students the oppor-. percent.or more of their baccalaureWelch said she remembers sitting
!Unity to develop whole new learn- ate degrees . in the liberal arts. in· the; chapel with her inStructors
ing skills and ·keep pace with new Georgetown will have the ranking and classmates praying · for "our
knowledge."
·
·
. · · i!1 the 1994_ ed!tion of"(\- Classifica- country and praying for ·_our fam•
· Breathitt, who was governor from tton of Institutions of Higher Educa- ilies." She encouraged students to
1963 to 1967, said higher education lion.'.'
·
·_ ·. furn chaos into meaning and learn
will play a vital role in helping to . In the commencement addre~s at from the past.
·
\
..
ensure 'the success of the Kentucky Geo~eJo~, Ken~cky ~ucatio~al
st. Catharine College, a private,
Education Reform Act.
T~l!M51on s executtve director, Vir- two-year -liberal-arts college, is lo: Murray State's. commencemept guua G. Fox, encouraged the 219 cated . between Bardstown and
among several graduation cere- gi:aduates to b_e more concerned Springfield.
· __ ,
monies yesterday at Kentucky col- with who they are than _¥1hat th~y
Cumberlan~ College _ · Ctimleges and universities. ·
do
· Murray State awarded ·Breathitt
;,Jobs are being invented and berland, which is in Williamsburg,
an honorary doctorate. The univer- reinvented as we sit here," Fox said. awarded 165 graduate an~ un~erslty houses his gubernatorial-papers. "It's important to embrace change, graduate degrees, Pres identialand named its animal-research fa- not cope, endure or tolerate it.. sc~olar aw8!l1s were present~ to
cility. in HopkinSville. in ·honor of Those who embrace change will be E_lizabeth Rittenberry ~f.' HopkinS·
him in 1982.
· -·
·
the winners in this world and the· ville and Karen M~g West of
· · ·· etc, · Coll
hereafter.'', · .
._ . · .
. , Vftlliam:sburg for the1qn~ependent
.:ffi1on
Thomas )1ore
At research: . : ·;, · ,:.:: ·1 •
· Georgetown College's president, Thomas· More, which is in CrestAllee Llol(d . ~liege, , Th!8
William H. Crouch Jr., used tlie oc- view Hills in Northern Kentucky, .. school, which IS m Pippa Passes m
casion of his institution's gradu- 213 graduates received degrees and Eastern Kentucky,· awarded· bacheation ceremony to announce · a advanced certificates. .
· .. ,> !or's d ~ s t~. ~?.!l1'8~u~t~.s _y~er$1" million gift from a New·· York
·Elaine L. Chao, president ofUrut- _day.·
· , · J, ._ -:ic. •.,
,'
....
~-·
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ijx-congresswoman tells law graduates
~t U of L t,hat public seIVic~ is crucial.
B:_y BEN Z. HERSHBE"G. - - - - - ,,_, -......
•. , ..'" . . .
. , ...·•.,> - - ·'· - ·._, .-She recalled.' le.armng..,
,·
Staff Writer
"There. is
room in. a
about the importance of
., •
•
lawyers' responsibilities
: Former U.S. Congress. democracry for the
on a visit to Washington
woman Barbara Jordan
denial of .
when she was 16.
.
1
explained that she agreed
· She saw, caIVed into tlie
to speak at yesterday's
responsibility·"
stone wall of the Supreme
University of Louisville
/
Court Building, the words
law ,school graduation be.
f
"Equality before· the law.''
1
C!!U&e of the school's pubWhen she read that,
1
li~service requirement.
Former Ur5 · Rep.
·Jordan said, "I knew,I was
· , "l:here are too many
Barbara porclan
going to be a lawyer and
people who feel our basic
,
,
transform those words
il)stincts are motivated by greed and dan said, "because the govJrnment from rhetoric to reality.''
avarice and selfishness," Jordan is us."
'
Jordan got her law degree from
told,;the law school graduates.
For lawyers; the ·responsibility Boston University in 1959 and prac; "F don't believe that."
goes beyond the common duties ·to !iced law in Houston until 1966,
: By requiring .students to devote vote, to be informed and to oppose when she was elected to the Texas
11/ne: to . public service ·- without injustice, Jordan said. . ·
• Senate.
paY111ent or academic credit - the
"Some stranger on the shores of
Jordan is now a professor at"the
law 11chool refutes that dark vision this country in another century University of Texas School of Law,·
of human nature, Jordan said.
might believe all this talk of individ- where she holds the Lyndon· B.
· Tlie law school graduated 150 stu- ual responsibility would lea<i to an- Johnson• Chair in National.Polley.
dents yesterday. Jordan, a well- archy. and chaos," Jordan said;
In her speech yesterday, Jordan
known human-rights advocate who . But it doesn't, she said, because said she knows many people "feel
once represented Texas in the U.S. in the United States the rule of law the American theme has gone sour.
House of Representatives, received ensures equal justice for everyone They feel we have become a lot of
an honorary degree at the main and the right· to argue conflicting little separatist groups.
U of L graduation earlier in the day. views openly and fairly.
"I'm not ready to give up," Jor•
Jordan told the law school gradu•
"The guarantors of this kind of a dan said. "I believe in 'e pluribus.
ates that public service is important system are lawyers.''
.
unum,' I believe in 'out of many,
because it's a clear demonstration
Free public-service work, Uke. that one.' "
ot individual responsibility, which provided by the U of L law school
Individual responsibility and the ,
she said is crucial.
students, ensures that even the performance .of public service; Jor• ·
. "There is no room in a democracy poorest will h~ve !epres_e!1tation be- ~~..~~ .~~~f~~~. the glue that
~

no
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Mother and··businesswoman had
l~te
·start, great finish at U of L
.
-

•

..

.

By: BEN Z. HERSHBERG
Staff Writer

. •.

.:. Many people have had big days
scoring on Freedom Hall's basketball court, but few can claim the
kind of honors Susan Lurding took
name from the arena yesterday.
Lurding got her bachelor's degree
from the University of Louisville,
and she graduated at the head of
her. Arts and· Sciences class with
perfect grades - a 4.0 average.
-·i\nd she did it on her birthdayher..48th, .
...Philip Laemmle, a professor of
political science and one of Lurdmg's mentors, described her- academic achievement this way:
. 0 !'ff. we had 50 student Lurdings
we:d be the best university in the

wi>tld."
,8er work is thoughtful and incisive, Laemmle said, And she loves
leiiming.
:turding, who used to own a travel
agency, said she sold her interest in
It end went back to school in 1990
because she thought something was
missing in her life, even though she
had been successful in business,
. an!I ·in family life, with a husband
and three children.
···After taking one class and finding
tliat her brain still worked, Lurding
said; she decided to go full time,
anil· then ~o on to medical school
But advisers in the U of L departllfi!nl .of biology weren't encouraging;' Lurding said, with one saying
that ·she was "a bit long in the
tooth" for medical school.
::Distraught and thinJdng. about
quitting school altogether, Lurding.
spoke with Laemmle, who would
have. none ofit.
·
."He said, 'You belong- in the
law,' " Lurding recalled. "He knew I
never shut my mouth."
He told her to look into law
school and to quit whining and get
to work, she said. And she did.
•Though she loves school, Lurding
s~d, maintaining a perfect average
has' taken some sacrifices, with her
hours of studying and reading often
keeping her from other activities.
,·. 1 •

•

•

C. •

•

STAFF PHOTO BY KEITH·WIWAMS

Susan Lllrdlng graduated from the University ot'L.oul&vllle yesterday
with perfect grades - a 4.0 ave~ge,
· ·
. .. , •. , _, .

She's particularly involved ~th
gender issues now, she said, largely
because of classes 'and an honors
thesis with political science Professor Mazy Hawkesworth.
Now, she's able to argue about
gender issues that she_ previously
thought about but wouldn't discuss .
"I question authority now where I
never did before." ·
She will have some, interesting
authorities to question this summer,

when she studies literature at .Ox•
ford ,University !ri England.
a
scholarship
from
the
English
Speak. u.
. ........
. ...
mg ruon.
,
In the fall she will attend U of L's
law school, and after that she wants
to work on. WO Olen's and children's
legal issues, Lurding said.
"I just want eveiy woman to
kriow that there is nothing she can't
do,'' she said. "And I don't want
anyone to ke~p her from doing it."
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Education panel urges
more money for colleges
The Bluegrass Bureau

HIGHI.AND HEIGHTS, Ky. The state Council on Higher Education wants the General Assembly to
find more money for university operations and building projects during its upcoming special session.
The council, meeting at Northern
Kentucky University yesterday,
adopted a resolution urging more
fu nding than the lawmakers app roved earlier this year in a 1994-96
budget later vetoed by Gov. Brereton Jones. The governor plans to
call lawmakers into special session
next month to pass another budget.
Council member Joe Bill Camp-

bell of Bowling Green expressed
concern that lawmakers provided
practically no money for 10 campus
construction projects recommended
last year by the panel.
"The council needs to send as
strong a message as possible that
these projects are important to the
u niversities, are important to the
students," Campbell said.
The resolution also urges that
university operating funds be increased by more than the 2 percent
and 3 percent increases contained
in the budget vetoed by Jones. The
council recommended increases of 3
and 5 percent for the two years covered by the budget

MOREHEAD, KY 40351 -1689

606-783-2030

The Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky.
Monday, May 16. 1994
Theta Chi fraternity spent Saturday, April 30, pain ting th e exterior
of t he St. Claire Hospice hou se at 307
W. Sun St. in Mor eh ead. Thirty .
young m en s pent t h e d ay peri?rmmg
t h is community ser vice and did so
with dign ity a nd r esp ect.
Mor eh ead Sta te Univer sity a n d
th is community can be proud to
h ave this group of residents. T heir
con tribution to St. Claire Hospice is
one example of h ow today's youth
are actively engaged in projects and
events that m ak e our community a
better place to live. We are ~at~ful
fo r their presence and contributio n
to St. Clair e Hospice.
D. Ray Balley
Chaplaln, St. Clalre Hospice
Morehead
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Jones' bus tour gets rolling
in Louisville, Henderson
By TOM LOFTUS
Staff Writer

The recent legislative session ended with no budget after lawmakers,
concerned about the state's ability to
HENDERSON. Ky. - On the first pay for them, snipped nearly all
day of his ·•save Our Stace Park:," projects from the budget bill and
tour, Gov. Brereton Jones rallied Jones vetoed it. Jones plans to call a
large and enthusiastic crowds of special session on June 6 to consider
folks who have supported his his new plan to pay for the projects.
spending plans all along.
In short, he says an extra $35 milThe tour began at the Kentucky lion in revenue in the current fiscal
Fair & Exposition Center in Louis- year v,ill pay for $23 million in park
ville and then cut lOO miles through improvements, provide some more
scenic Hoosierland to its second money to human-services programs
stop at John James Audubon State and allow the state to issue bonds
Park in Henderson.
for one project - the l!niversity of
At both places Jones whipped up Kentucky library.
support for construction projects in
~ext year. if the extra revenue is
bis budget in an attempt to build proven to be recurring, Jones propressure on skeptical lawmakers.
poses issuing 20-year bonds to pay
In Louisville, he noted that his ob- for the rest of the park improvestacle is the Senate and that seven of ments and other projects, including
the 38 senators are from Jefferson four in Jefferson County: expansion
County. "The governor favors these of C 1mmonwealth Convention Cenprograms. I think the majority of the ter, :i football stadium and a =edical
House favors these programs. And research butlding at the Un!\ ersity
we're going to be looking to thvse of Louisville, and a court complex.
seven senators fro m Jefferson CounAt both stops, Jones virtually
ty to deliver these good invest- promb ed his audiences the projects.
ments,'' Jones said.
"It seems to me that we ought to
Most of the county's delegation give one of the greatest football
stood on the platform with Jones. coaches in America a new stadium
Sen. Susan Johns, D-Louisville, said fo r Louisville," he said in Louisville,
bter, "V-ie can have these panies all as U of L coach Howard Schnellenday long, but it won't change the berger looked on. Jones noted that
outcome 1f the money's not there."
the state is being asked to proVJde

only $7 million of the S60 million
cost. "If we can't do that, then
shame on us. And we're going to do
It."

Two projects are at issue at John
James Audubon State Park: $2.5
million to keep a collection of Audubon's works there, and $865,000 to
renovate a building used for park offices. These projects are not in serious jeopardy. Even the lean budget
Jones vecoed included money for the
Audubon collection, and the office
renovation is one of the projects
Jones proposes to fund WJth cash.
It is other projects that Jo nes proposes to finance with bonds that
concern some lawmakers - notably
Senate President Joh n " Eck" Rose.
Rose has said Jones' time would
be better spent meeting with lawmakers in Frankfort to resolve these
concerns. Jones repeatedly referred
to that suggestion yesterday.
"Some folks have said the governor needs to stay in Frankfort . .. to
be talking to the politicians," Jones
said in Louisville. "Well, let me tell
you something, this governor is going to go all across this common•
wealth to listen to you, the people."
The bus Jones is using was provided free to the state by Brown Badgett, a Madisonville coal operator
and POiitical supporter of Jones.
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IU is offering bachelor's degree in labor studies
By JOE WARD
Business Writer
Labor leaders these days need to
know more and more of the things
to be learned in college, but it can
be tough to carve out time to go· to
school and still build a labor career.
Indiana University has one answer: a fully accredited bachelor's
degree in labor studies, available
entirely by mail.
The requirements are the same as
they would be for somebody alt!!nding an JU campus, said Bruce Nissen, who directs the program. "It's
the same degree."
The on-campus degree has been

available for a couple of decades,
Nissen said. It havs gradually been
made available by mail - first for a
one-year labor-studies certificate
and then for a two-year associate
degree. Courses to enable a student
to ea_rn a bachelor's degree became
available in February this year.
Nissen said it is the first such accredited program at the bachelor's
degree level in the country.
Nissen directs the program from
IU Northwest in Gary, where he is
an associate professor of labor studies. He said one student has been
accumulating credits for several
years and has managed since February to complete the final course to

qualify for a bachelor's degree in
this month's, commencement.
Courses include labor history and
law, grievance representation and·
arbitration, and workplace health
and safety. Bachelor's degree candidates must also complete general
courses in arts and humanities, economics, and math and sciences.
"You can get a very well-rounded
degree," Nissen said.
Experienced labor leaders are eligible for up to a year's course credits for knowledge they have gained
doing their jobs - to be awarded
after extensive testing. ·
Nissen said the program is designed to offer the convenience and

flexibility needed by labor leaders
already into their careers, but it is
available to anybody, including nonHoosiers.
Out-of-state participants pay instate tuition fees - about one-third
what out-of-state students usually
pay. Nissen said current rates typically run about $220 for a threecredit course.
Nissen said the university has
publicized the offering through direct mailings to union members and
others and has had a strong response - 50 to 100 inquiries some
weeks - from across the countiy.
"There are indications that this
wili be big," said.
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Wiley Brown·paid as U of L coach
after. theft- charge and suspens~on
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer
Wiley Brown drew pay as a University of Louisville coach for three
months after he was charged with
felony theft, even though he had
been suspended from the job.
U of L athletics officials won't say
why they reversed an original decision to suspend Brown without pay
from his job as weight-and-strength
coach after his arrest Dec. I. Instead, he was paid $2,083 a month
until March 3, records show,
Brown, 33, a forward on the
U of L basketball team that won the
1980 NCAA championship, and 19year-old George R. Mason were accused of stealing more than $20,000
of electronic gear and athletic shoes
from Roadway Package System on
Camp Grolind Road,
Brown and Mason, botli of the
9200 block of Talitha Drive, worked
the night shift at the business. Police said they saw Brown repeatedly
cariy goods to his. Mercedes-Benz
car from a truck Mason was loading.
Last month, Jefferson District
Judge Janice Martin put both men
in diversion, which means they
won't have a criminal record if they
perform 160 hours of community

service and commit no other crimes sen· was willing to pay Brown for
for two years.
the three months from Dec. 3, to
Martin set up her own diversion March 3. Olsen had reconsidered
program for the two men because Brown's terms of suspension after
Roadway Package System, prosecu-· discussions with Miller and U of L
tor Tony Ambrose and Jefferson men's .basketball coach Denny
County Police objected to placing Crum, the Jan, 4 letter said.
them in the county attorney's diver"The main p_urpose of these dission program. .
•
cussions was to address your comBrown had worked as a U of L pensation during your suspension
coach since Aug. 1. Records ob' period in order to treat you in a fair
tained under the Kentucky open- an(! equitable manner as we would
records law show that R. Kevin Mill- treat any other coach," the letter
er, the university's associate athlet- said.
ics director of internal operations,
Both the Dec .. 3 and Jan. 4 letters
notified Brown in a Dec. 3 letter _admonish Brown to stay away from
that he was·immediately suspended · athletic association sites and events
without pay, except for annual vaca- until otherwise informed by Olsen.
tion pay equal to one month's sala- ' Neither Olsen nor Miller would
ry. .
'disclose the reasons for continuing
Miller's letter referred to news re- Brown's pay until March.. Crum
ports of Brown's arrest and to his could not be reached-for. comment.
outside employment. It also referred ·· ''I can't discuss any of that," Millto clauses in his contract that ,e.; · ·er said.' ·
· :
quired him to avoid causing "unfa."It's · a personnel action, and
vorable publicity" and to "devote we're not going to comment on Wihis time and attention" to his duties Icy· Brown's situation at this time,"
with the U of L Athletic Association. Olsen said.
.
·
On Dec. 7, Brown gave Miller a
-U ofL spokeswoman Denise Fitzletter certifying "that no student- patrick said decisions on whether to
athletes, -coaches or any other em- suspend employees with pay or withployees are involved with me in any out are made case by case. "There's
way". in the alleged theft.
· .. . ·· , no hard-and-fast rule," she said. She
In a Jan. 4 letter to Brown, Miller ' said· she didn't know how the decisaid U of L athletics director Bill 01- sion was made in Brown's case.
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Differs With Rose.·
oveiuse''ofsurp'lus~I
·

· . ---·-<·,:•.•., .._:
By JOHN VOSKUHL .
Staff Writer : ;, :" •: _- · .!k'.i .. _
0

· ••• ";'.'· .·)

· ..
· · ·· ·. · · · ·· :'' •· ·
PRESTONSBURG, Ky•. - Willi.
the deadline for adopting a• state:
budget i_nchlng closer, House M~jor-·:
ity Leader Greg__Stumbo li!l,.~\it
dared opponents m the state ~
yesterday to !'close t!le state•~, 1?Y
failing to adopt wbatev_er.budget bill ,
the House approves.
·. · '" ,, · ·J
· But Senate President John •~~"-:
Rose, who opposes ·Stumbo on. 'J:he.
budget issue, said that if the :two:
chambers cannot agree, the Seliate-.
could adjourn after approving.:~
own budget bill ·
.
..,_;,;. ~=
. That- would leave th~
no budget.for. operating m the~:
year that i,eglns July l. . :"- :.The · tough talk •came !18 -G.ov-:
Brereton Jones (l:Ontinued bis eff!rts;
to build consensus on a bu~- by.
totiring ~elll!'cky sl!lte pm%!; -m a:
bus. And it signaled that conse~
may lie a veiy long bus ride away;.
Stumbo, a Prestonsburg. ~a-·
crat who favors Jones' plan to :Ilse·
swplus state mo!'-ey ~r.a h~ !)f
bond-funded proJeclS SBid he: Will
advocate that ~ouse me!111>ers !IP".
prove-a budget ma SJN:Cial S8:l510n
next month and then "ll!llllediately
adjourn."
. . • · · · ,. <.-;·
. ''We'll let the Senate makl! the_decision about whether to pass. _the
budget or close the state," li!twnbo
.said.
·
. -~- ·
Rose, who opposes usmg swpl~
money to pay for bonded debt, &md
he still hopes to reach some agreement on the issue "that would let
both chambers have some input."

statew'f1~

"But without such

an ilgreement,

th~!lJ)eCialearly'sesslnext.on.thatthJ:.,;,tplansboll.
to call earl
.mon
down to a- race between the."cham. ·
hers to pass a bill first. !.Tel'!Ill it
would be a tie"
;•,~•• Rose said.
. -~i:1.t,
.. · i
The special session• "--"""'":.itecUl.\iiCUll.n:.a1., •' ·
es
after Jones vetoed the;, '10bri~;, budgetbill.adopted:'a@ng
theGeneral.Assell!bly's,reguljjr"S:eSsion. House members had appfoved.
a plan to bom>w about $300 iri!~ion
~,orconstruction cu..
"""·state·p•.i;.;
·- ~-~I"'and 1
elsewhere."But"the'Senaie reJ.ei;teci.
that budget in favor ofa·'~on

.. ·stwiibo appeared with Joiies· as
the governor's t!>Ur stopped at-Jen.
ny Wiley. Jones also went to.--li~ral Bridge State Resort Par!t"~d
Buckhorn Lake State Resort-Park,
where he told reporters that'lie ex•
peels a_ fight over· the budget.· · ·

~~:::::t:J~~:,

• PIOJ"ected " SU1J1Ius"
.$316
. millio""nm

money for park repairs,. ~~service needs and first-ye&J"~~~t
service on a new libr.uy for.~ \Im•
versity of Kentucky. In the .bu._~s .
second year, Jones proi>ose!!~
any recurring surplus to pay lleb~
service on the other projeclS.. . :: ·
-Stumbo said the •change should
assuage fears.
. .. ·· :: .
·
"I think that any person who slls
down with a fair and open mind illld
looks at what Gov. Jones bas pn,posed could not come up with areasonable or rational case to 9Ppcl8e
it," he said. '"·· • ••• • • ,.,.·./-.,., ,·. ,
But Rose said it.would lie (ti!tiiid ·
precedent" to spend surplus'fwic!s
on bonded debt.
.
·. ~ ,:., · .
•AmiJJl\tby between Stumllo
Rose may be rooted somewhat m.
specifics rather than phllosopJnes.
During the session, Rose repeal~
ec11y said he supported repairing _exisling facilities at state parks but did
not support · new construction, ~ ·
particularly golf courses. .Stiiiiil,o.'s
district stands to nab the - ~
prize out of Jones' list of ~improvements-$6.7million tO:"fiigin
developing a. !'world.cJass:.\:;,golf
,course at Jenny Wiley,State:~rt
-Palk near. Prestonsburg; -•-~.;•: _,,:'
· Nonetheless, Stumbo, echci!i!(.tlle
House's "all-or-nothing" view,,~
regard to the constraction proJ~.
called yesterday fur also suppo{li!ig
Jefferson County projects, sin:li, as
expandjng Commonwealth ~
tion Center and a new Uni11c1sjQ> uf
Louisville football stadium. ·.,:. · .

;~d

I
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Jones lilcens le~lature to
BY JACK BRAMMER
HERALD•lEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT - In a justpublished magazine article, Gov.
Brereton Jones describes his showdown with legislators at the close
of the 1994 General Assembly as a
parent spanking "unruly teenagers."
.
In an April 16 interview published this week in Louisville magazine, Jones praised the honesty of
former House Speaker Don Bland-

ford, who was convicted of bribetaking, and took a swipe at Senate
leadership.
Jones. said his relations with
legislators had suffered since
Blandford resigned and former
Senate Majority Leader Joe Wright
retired.
"In _the first (legislative) session, "!e operated as co-equals ...
but then here came this unruly
teen-ager again that created a lot of
problems," Jones said. "So what I

had to do was to butt heads to get
their attention."
·
Jones' praise of the Senate's
former No. 2 leader seemed a
criticism of Senate President John
"Eck" Rose, his chief political foe.
"So many people in high office
get so eaten up with ego that it gets
in the way of normal judgment
decisions," he said. ''.Joe Wright
was not one of those people, so he
was a real leveling influence in the
Senate, and they've missed that,
and they've missed it desperately."
Later in the Q & A interview,
Louisville magazine edi(or John Filiateau asked Jones if the bitter
fighting on Good Friday, the climactic end of the session, has led
to cooperation between him and the
legislature. ·
"Sure, sure," Jones said. "Again
- and I don't mean to put myself
in the role of parent and the
legislature in the role of a child not specific legislators, I mean;
keep the personalities out of it and
just put the governor in the role as
parent.
"What happened that Friday
was really like a parent that just
blew the whistle on a child, and
either took out a strap and worked
him over a little bit or took privileges away, but, you know, every
. now and then a parent and child
have to have a real confrontational

'

period, and if it's done properly, it's
good for both the parent and the
child, and I think that's what
happened on April the 1st."
· On that evening, Jones went on
statewide television to lambaste
legislators for not passing healthcare reform and a budget. Later
that night, Jones urged lawmakers
to kill a health-care compromise
bill, saying he did not have enough
time to study it.
Two weeks later, House members gave final approval to the
health-care bill after Jones endorsed
it. Jones and lawmakers now are
struggling to reach a consensus on
a budget bill. A special legislative
session is expected to begin June 6
to craft a two-year spending plan
for the state.
Rose, D-Winchester, said yesterday that Jones' comments
"makes me wonder if the governor
is really cognizant of what went on

teen'
in the legislative session."
"Health-care reform was passe
despite his actions as he worke
against the legislature at a critic,
time," he said. "I don't think h
understands there are three eqm
branches of government, and thf
may be the reason for his problem
now with legislators on what to d
about the budget."
House Speaker Joe Clarke, I
Danville, said Jones does not unde,
stand the legislative process.
"I agree with Eck that w
passed health care despite the gm
emor. I'm afraid his attitude tc
ward the legislature hasn't change
and comments he has made won
help him in the budget session."
Jones defended his actions ye,
terday, and said they led to mear
ingful health-care reform.
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Jones to skip trip
tOJapan.to lobby
for budget projects
By TOM LOFTUS
Staff Writer

that money to begin park renovations
and repairs in the 1994-95 fiscal year.
He also wants to use part of it for
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Gov. Brere- human services and to sell bonds for
ton Jones will continue to promote just one project - a $46 million bond
state parks and other construction issue for the UK library.
projects, rather than make a
In a year, if the revenue flow·conplann~ trade trip to Japan.
ti.Dues to be strong - as his advisYesterday was to have been the ers expect - he would issue bonds
last day of Jones' tour across the for the rest of the projects.
state to promote the construction
During both stops yesterday
plans in his proposed budget. But Jones responded to criticism from
the governor said he will continue Senate President John "Eck" Rose,
to spread his message that the who has joked that the Easter Bunstate's strong economy and leaner •ny must have provided revenue for
government means Kentucky can the projects after the Senate refused
afford his plans for park improve- to raise taxes.
ments and other projects.
"The Easter Bunny didn't just arU. Gov. Paul Patton has agreed to rive with a basket full of money. We
take his place on the trip to Japan, got this the old-fashioned way. We
Jones said.
worked for it," Jones said.
The governor left no doubt yesterHe said he trimmed state governday during his two stops, in Frank- ment by 1,400 workers, saving
fort and Lexington, that he believes about $30 million a year. He also
the state can afford a new history credited legislation passed in 1990
center in Frankfort and a new Ii- and 1992 for causing the state econbrary and other projects for the omy to rebound.
University of Kentucky.
Jones said that he did not realize
"Wnen someone says, 'But we this message had not gotten out undon't have enough money to do it,' til he toured the state.
let me tell you something: That's a
"I
· ·1
f th
t
bunch of baloney. We do have the
t was pn.u ..... Y one O e grea ·
est weeks of my life," Jones said of
money," Jones told supporters of his tour. "But I realized I needed to
the library on the UK campus.
·
· · b f
The library, the history center do a more extensive JO o commud nicating."
and a $100 million P1an to upgra e
So the governor said he decided
the state park system are among a to forgo the trip to Japan and stay
score of projects Jones wants to in Kentucky to continue to promote
start building . during the second
half of his administration. But the his budget plan. But he appears to
General Assembly recently dead- still be having trouble locking in
locked over the state's ability to pay support from lawmakers - particufor them after the Senate balked at larly senators.
a. tax increase •on manufacturers.
Two senators at the Lexington
Eventually the legislature passed stop yesterday - Ed Ford, O-Cyna budget that funded none of the thiana, and Tom Buford, R-Nichoprojects, and Jones vetoed it. Now lasville - said they favor repairs of
he plans to call the lawmakers into state parks and the new library for
special session on June 6 to consid- UK. But both were cautious about
er his revised approach to paying ~e revenue outlook, and _v_ery skepfor the projects.
• tical about the state s ability to pay
Jones points to strong growth in for much more than. that.
state revenue in recent months,
And the two most l.lllportant senawhich his economic advisers say tors invited to the ~ o n stop ~
will produce about $40 millio~ more Rose ~d budget committ~ Chllll'than previously expected dunng the man Mike Moloney, D-Lexington fiscal year that ends June 30.
di~ not atte~d because of prior comThe governor wants to use most of mitments.
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Wellman retiring
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Justice
Secretary Billy G. Wellman will retire
next Tuesday, leaving a vacancy in
Gov. Brereton Jones' Cabinet, a
statement from Jones' office said
yesterday.
Wellman will "pursue personal
goals,'► the statement said
Wellman was state adjutant general
under three governors - Julian Garroll,
John Y. Brown Jr. and Martha Layne
Collins. He retired with the rank of
major general in December 1987 and
joined the staff of Jones, who had just
been elected lieutenant governor.
Under Brown, Wellman alSQ headed the
justice agency and was Kentucky State
Police commissioner.
-
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UK photojoumallst wins top
award: Karen Ballard, a recent University of
Kentucky journalism graduate, was named the
nation's top collegiate photojournalist at the 33rd
Annual William Randolph Hearst Competition in
San Francisco on Monday night. "I'm overwhelmed," Ballard said yesterday. "It means I've
~n recognized by the professionals. It's totally
given me the confidence to go on." Applicants for
the award had to submit several portfolios of
their work beginning in February. The three
finalists shot three assignments around the San
Francisco area and were judged by professionals.
Ballard, 25, a Louisville native, will be an intern
at The Washington Post this summer.

UK honored for research: The University of Kentucky has again been ranked in the
highest level of research institutions in the United
States. The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching has designated UK as a "Re~ch Uni_vers~~ l." It is one of 59 public and 29
pn~ate un1vers1ties in the nation with the desig~tion_. Under the foundation's oiteria, universities wtth the top ranking must offer a full range
of baccalaureate programs, be committed to graduate education, give priority to research, award
50 or more doctoral degrees each year and receive
at least $40 million in federal research grants
each year.
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~rereton Jo~es\ais. the tussl: ··.,. Nobod;)rnows how' to ach·:.::;
and DanV1lle.. Jf there is a need to.train : . :. build•a: hew fulSlity,in Northern Kentucky. . . says DennisJtidci; professor of political
beo/'een his office and the legisla- .
Jones has been busy yoking politics. :'\'.. · Kentuckians (and there is), then train ,,,,;- 1: Jones calls these invesbnents a "no. science at University of Missouri at St.
ture over Kentucky's-budget is "riot:. · back to the money.. The governor has
them. Don't spend money on buildings. ··\i, brainer."
,
...
:; .. Louis. As a result, "the benefits (of cona question of money, it's a question of
•invited local legislators to share the pooi- J Or, should Kentucky spend so,much ·
AcCQrding to a recent repo!-t i_n The
•, verition centers) are invariably less than
politics."
'
·
wn at press conferences the last week
state money promoting tourism__: a new
Atlantic, however, convention tenters are :';':'promised," according to Heywood SandThe difference between money and
\vhere he has tried to stir some support for
golf course in Floyd County, lodges in :
almost. always losers for cities and states. · · ers; a professor in the Deparbnent of
politics is a thin one. .. · ·· ·
·
parks, a stadiwn, a library at the Universiseveral state parks? The governor's im:;
Part of the problem, a~cordirlg._to the , · ·h Urban Administration at San Antonio's
The two gee and haw,
ty of Kentucky and two convention center
pulse to help the niral areas is soooa.
magazine, is the burst of new centers:
r· Trinity University.
like pair of yoked· .
projects. His political aim is rather dear. If
Unfortunately, there just aren't many gciod
from about 100 in 197(' to mcire. than 300. ·
Moreover, the jobs "created" by con-'
mules. That's normal ..
Jones cari strong-arm legislators·into supexamples of regions that have grown rich
10 years later. There is stiff /:ompetition , vention centers pay little. A study of a
politics. .
. ·.
porting local projects, then they will be
through the tourist trade. Several Third
for convention bookings. ·.. : .
~'/" convention center in Kansas City found
Abnormal politics, in
. _compelled to vote for the eritire package.
World. countries' have tried, and failed.
And even if a convention .ha~ stays
r;•; tha~ the jobs paid an average of $14,000 a
this state anyway,
.,
The idea is to isolate the Senate leadNew Orleans may be the most successful
booked, the magazine reports, the centers ·."i; year, less tliah-tne poverty level'for a
comes when money gets
ers who are blocking Jones' plan. It is a
city in the country in attracting tourists. 'It
"cannot come close to breaking even." The·'i(;',"family of'fou{' ·.,
unhitched from politics. BILL
divide and destroy strategy.
is also one of the poorest (and most
?nlr way conv.ention centers show a "prof- ·' · · Whai are the lost opportunities if $50
When that happens,
The missing fixture in this scene is a
dangerous) mµnicipalities in ·the United
·it'' 1s through the use of_ large njultipliers.
million is spent cin convention centers that
system that normally
BiSHOP
Stateii.
, .
.
· ·
They wot~ li½'e this: _ev_ery dollai\spent at · will !;>ring low-wage jobs to the high-wage
grinds otit mediocre and. - - - - - thoughtful examination of the governor's
There are so many unexamined asa convention 1s multiplied three, four or
'·' centers of Northern Kentucky and Louis-·
semi-honest government HERALD-LEADER
priorities. I?oes the Jones plan _make sense?
sumptions housed in Jones' )isl of projects.
frl:e ~es in t~e local econon_iy. A multiville? What if .ihat money was. used to
takes off like a runaway CoLUMNIST
In some cases, it doesn't There is no .: • Another is that the state will make money
pher gms up_ Ul_lfeasonably• high tax revemak~ existing bµsinesses more competi-..
stage. ~eople begin talk- . . .
call, for example, to spend $15 million on 'l by spending $50 million to exparid a
nues..
.
live and Kentuckians smarter?
ing about""what's right'' and "the future."
technical training centers in Hopkinsville · convention center in Louisville and to
"Multipliers are grossly misused,"
That's the debate that's not-heard.
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Ex-radio, TV\
journalist '
· applies fo~ _
UK openfug·
v

BYDDmE BEAN
HERALD-LEADER EouCATION WRITER

The former president of Radio
Free Europe is interested in becoming head of the University of Kentucky's journalism school - the
latest twist in a .nearly two-yearlong search that has seen three top
finalists bow out
. .··
E. Eugene Pell's application to
be director of the School of Journalism and Telecommunications is
expected to be considered when
members of the recently dismissed
search committee meet Thursday,
Douglas Boyd, dean of the UK
College of Communicatio[!S and In. formation Studies, said. yesterday.
:li; The long search, begun in
1993, has been plagued by prob-

in Lexington, said there were several reasons he was interested in the
job:
.
"The notion of retunung to
I Kentucky roots has enormous ap1 peal to me, as· does_ the (!iought of
teaching and working with young
men and. women.
"l know Lexington is a fyle
place to live and bring up a family,
and r know· the leadership of the
University is. committed to excellence and the growth and development of its communications pro-

: gram."

!·

Before working for the _interna' tional broadcasting agencies, Pell
was a network correspondent for
1
NBC News. He served as Mosc~w
correspondent and bureau chief
from
July 1978 to September 1980
\
, and as Pentagon correspondent
from September: 1980 t9 February
1982.
.
Pell received· an undergraduate
degree in English from Harvard
University in 1959 and a master's
\ degree in journalism from. Boston
, University in 1963.
.·

I

I

lems:
"Two candidates ..nominated by
the committee have declined the
job. Another candidate - Roy L.
Moore, the school's acting director'
- has not received an offer, ev~
though his was the third name
recommended to Boyd and UK:
Chancellor Robert Hemenway. · ·
The search· was ·the: second
attempt to fill the job left vacant
when former director David Die~
returned to teaching in Novemben
1992.
.
,. ,, '':
'
A previous search committJ
had recommended ·a North Carolirul
journalist - Chucf Stone - fo~
the post, but he wjth~'Y: :
· The two most · recent turn
downs came from Jane Bril
Bunting, a professor at Oak1an
University in . Michigan, and J
Willis, journalism dean at;Bost6
University. Willis said he withdre
his acceptance for health reasonijs
Briggs-Bunting said she declin
because she wasn't satisfied wi
the salarY and benefits packaga
and questioned . the_ l!_dministrai,
tion's commitment to tlie· school. ,
Boyd said yesterday that h~and Hemenway were jn.,;the_ beginl·
ning stages of. • discussions o :
wlieiliei--'to -extend •an··. offer · to
Moore when Pell's letter and resume arrived.
·
Pell now lives in Bethesda, Md.
The 57-year-old. ~aducah native
has been unemployed since leaving
Radio Free Europe last Y.earHe was chief executive · and
operating officer of. the government-subsidized information network:from October 1985. until October 1993. Before that, he was the
Reagan-appointed director of Voice
of America, an international broadcasting network.
,
Boyd said Pell learned of the
opening through a news account
relayed to him by relatives in
,Kentucky. ·
·
In a letter to Hemenway last
,week, Pell, whose two sisters live

I

j
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Surplus· ·1ogic· -_ '. .
' $42 million windfall, or $230 million deficit?

·H

ere's a question to ponder as ·. a variety ofprojects. ·
,
Gov. Brereton Jones tours
. Technically, of course, any monthe state pushing his budget ey not spent may be called a sur. plan: When is a surplus not a
.., plus. But consider this: Even if the
surplus? · ·
, : · · -,,.. ··•·,
. · ·state does bring iri that extra $42
million this year, General Fund
It's 'not a rhetorical question.·
__
.
-revenues
still will finish the year
Consider:
" ·
· about $230 million less than the
Back in 1992, when the gover. original estimate.
. nor and legislature approved the
· · In the circumstances, does it
current budget, they expected the
make any sense at all to think of
state's General Fund taxes would
this. leftover money as a surplus?
bnng in $4.873 billion this year.
· How can the state end the year
When tax collections began to lag, .$230 million behind and still claim ·
state officials lowered that figure to· to have a surplus at the end of the
$4.599 billion - a·difference of
.. year?
. :e···.-:-:·: ...•
more than $273 million.
No doubt, explanations of these
Now the governor thinks that · . . and other mysteries, will be forthactual ·collections fuis year may
·.• ·coining soon, ~ don'.t. tau.ch that
.• dial, as they used to say. in radio.
run $42 million ahead of that figure. That, he says, provides a surThings are about to get interesting,
plus that the.state should spend.on if not exactly illuminating.
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Asbury students bound for Olympics
BY DARLA CARTER
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU

WILMORE - When broadcast journalists from
around the world converge in Atlanta for the 1996
Olympics, they will be packing a secret weapon from
Central Kentucky.
. Students from Asbury College in Wilmore will
work side by side with professional journalists at the
Olympics, doing everything from logging footage to
open,ting broadcast equipment to ensure the best
possible coverage of the- games.
The school announced its involvement in the
mega-event yesterday, when representatives _from the
Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games v1s1ted the
campus to promote the Host Broadcast Training
Program.
"We are excited to be a part of what we think will
be one of the greatest media events in the world,"
Asbury President David J. Gyertson said.
Ninety-eight Asbury students will participate in
the program, which is designed to give them and
others practical experience "in broadcasting by workTHE COURIER-JOL:RNAL. THURSDAY, MAY 26. ,ggJ

Pell seeks UK journalism job
LEXJNGTON, Ky. - E. Eugene Pell, fo~er
president of Radio Free Europe, has apphed to be
director of the University of Kentucky's
joumaiism school.
.
Pell's application is expected to be considered
when members of the search committee meet
today, Douglas Boyd, dean of the UK College of
Communications, said Tuesday.
Pell is a Paducah native who began his
television-news career at WPSD. He is a former
NBC correspondent.
A director for the School of Journalism and
Telecommunications cas been sought for nearly
two vears, since the ior,ner director, Da,id Dick.
returned to teaching in 1892.

ing with professionals.
Asbury was targeted largely
because of the excellence of its
broadcast communications program, said Ron Claxton, training
programs manager for the Atlanta
Committee for the Olympic Games.
"I'm ecstatic," said Asbury professor Jim Owens, head of the
broadcast communications program. "The idea of a little school in
Wilmore being this involved, from ·
the very beginning, from the
ground up, is an exciting opportunity for us."
Since its introduction in 1982,
Asbury's broadcast· communica- ·
tions program has garnered a
national reputation for outstanding
work and reaped accolades that
include an award of excellence
from CNN in fall of 1993.
Asbury students also have participated in many big events as ·
pan of the media, including the
1988 Winter Olympics in Calgary.
the 1990 Goodwill Games in Seattle
and the Kentucky Derby.
Claxton said the Olympic committee was looking for a school
with that kind of experience when
a mutual acquaintance of his and
Owens' recommended Asbury. Seventy-two schools in all have exlExJNGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEX!~GTOI\.

pressed interest in the training
program.
Most of the Asbury students
who will be going to the Olympics
are broadcast majors or minors,
Owens said. But students with an
interest in foreign languages. computer science and engineering also
have been invited.
Only Clark-Atlanta University
in Georgia will be sending a larger
group, 235 students, for the pro-.
gram.
Student participants wiil begin
training this summer in preparation for a variety of off-camera
jobs, Claxton said. They also must
take several required courses at the
college to participate in the training
program.
Don Mink, an Asbury senior
majoring in broadcast communications, jumped at the chance to be a
participant because he knows the
job-market value of practical expe-

nence.
"lt"s an opportunity for me to
show the quality of education that I
have," Mink said.
''Theory is great." he said. But
when it comes to getting a job, •·it's
not ''Nhat have v;Ju \:arned in the
classroom?' It's· ·\\"hat have i•ou
done?'"
KY. ■
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Morehead's Brannen
headed for i\'Iarshall
HERALD-LE.~OER ST AfF REPORT

Former Morehead State basketball player John Brannen agreed
yesterday to transfer to Marshall.
Brannen, a member of the Ohio
Vallev Conference .-\ll-Newcomer
Team for 1992-93, chose :\larshall
over Miami of 0"in. '<avier and
George Mason. Hf' -\~:i ~n nut <'.ext_
season. then havr .. \ 1J -:t'asuns nt
eligibility.

}
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lJK ponders
cuts, higher
·rootball prices
BY JERRY TIPTON
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

Talk of cost containment and
finding additional revenue dominated discussion as the University
of Kentucky Athletics Association ,
Board of Directors approved a
record $21.8 million budget for the
1994-95 school year yesterday.
UK Athletics Director C.M.
Newton raised two possible sources
for more revenue:
■ Higher ticket prices in football. Larry Ivy, senior associate
athletics director, said higher prices
are possible for the 1995 season. He
noted that UK's $18 ticket is
among the lowest in the Southeast-·
em Conference.
Higher ticket prices in basketball have not been considered yet,
Ivy said.
■ More seats in football and
basketball linked to a mandatory
donation to the Blue-White Fund.
Newton rejected another idea,
supported elsewhere in the UK
Athletic Department, of revolving
advertisement boards and endorsement patches on uniforms. "We
don't warit our athletic department
brought to you by any corporation," he told the board.
As for cost containment, Newton said he would meet with the
head coaches of UK's 21 sports
June_ 7 to trade ideas. The goal will
be.to make substantial cost cuts, he
said, not mere trimming.
"We're talking of cuts, actually
eliminating some expenses," Newton said. "What can they give up?
What can they live-with?"
Newton cited two areas he
would not cut:
■ Services for student athletes,
such as the Center for Academic
and Tutorial. Services and safety
related_ prograins.
■ Expenses directly related to
a team's ability to be competitive,
such as number of scholarships,
general travel and meals.
"ls there a glut out there? I
don't know," Newton said. "We
may be at the bone now. I don't
think we are."

1994

UK President Charles Wethington and Newton stressed that the
Athletics Association did not face a
financial crisis. As evidence, they
noted that in response to gender
equity concerns the school hoped to
add women's softball by 1995 or
1996 and another women's sport
sometiine after that.
"We're trying to encourage an
atmosphere" of fiscal restraint,
Wethington said.
"We're not in any crisis by any
means," Newton said. "But we're at
a point where we don't have the ...
kind of glut we've been able to
operate in.
"We hope we never have to
come to the board looking to drop a
sport. But that is something we
may have to do."
Costs associated with last
year's budget ate up a '$500,000
fund UK kept in reserve; Ivy said.
The money went toward making a
promised $1 million donation to the
UK library fund and a $1.4 million
gift to the general fund.
,
The Athletics Association is
not without a financial safety net,
Ivy said. It maintains a $10 million
endowment.
That money gave Newton confidence that the budget concerns
would not translate into delays in
any decision to expand Commonwealth Stadium. In fact, Newton
cited the much discussed idea of
expansion and building corporate
sky boxes as future potential revenue sources.
The $21.8 million budget represented a 9.4-percent increase over
the previous budget.
Ivy said 8.3 percent of the
increase comes from increases in
room and board, ruition, donation
to the library, salaries and employee benefits.
The board also heard of such
budgetary developments as:

■ Tile Peach Bowl bid, which
added $900,000 in football revenues
last season. But greater need for
summer school attendance ate up
an additional $230,000.
■

A

projected
/

increase

of

$700,000 in football revenues next
season, because of an extra home
game. But a $300,000 guarantee to
the opponent, Louisville, brings the
net gain to $400,000.
■ A record $1.2 million in
revenue from th~ 0 0 ie of licensed
products.

Football publicist hired
Tony Neely has been named
sports information director. His
main responsibility will be overseeing the media and public relations
efforts of the football' program.
Neely has served as SID at
Vanderbilt since July 1992.
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Jones to seek cash to finance
Paducah en~~ring program
AsSOCIATED PRESS '

•, .

PADUCAH. --' ·Go~. :8rere!on
. Jones has reaffinned his mtention
to ~~ $6 mil.lion from a s ~
!egislative sess10n for -an engineermg program at Paducah Community <;allege.
'I P~ to make the same recommendatio!1 ~t I ~d7 at_ ~e
re~ sess10n, . he said. 'This IS
an unportant proJect that I want !a
see funded, t!ie gov~or Sl!1d
W~esday durmg a meeting with
editors of 'l'?e Padu<;aii Sun.
. Jones said he will ask for $1
mill10n fro!11. the state's ~~
Fund, $1 million from the l!ll!ver!!1•
ty of Kentucky_ and $4 million m
S1;llJllus mo_ney 1f the local ':0!1'-ffi!1·
mo/ can raise at least $4 milhon m
pnvate money.
Lawmakers removed the plan
from the bu_dget that Jones t"ec?mmended durmg the regular session.
. Jones_ said he vetoed the legislative version of the budget in April

• -

.

,because lawmakers removed not
:only the Paducah project but also
1$100 million for improvement to
,state parks and more than $200
million for education and economic
development projects.
Community college President
Len O'Hara said the $6 million
would be used to upgrade computer and other technical equipment in
the library, to equip the new engineering building and to pay routine
costs associated with starting the
engineering program. . . . ,.
All .the engineering courses for
the four-year curriculum would be
offered at the community "l:ollege
by the UK College of Engineering.
Graduates of the program would
receive UK degrees. ·
·
. Legislators are expected to convene next month but the governor
\has announced ·no date for them to
begin work on a state budget for
the next two years.
·
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Te8Ching the teachers -to -teach~_:.~ .
.

~

. Change, not more money; is
I

,.

'

'

key 'fo·, more :~ffective teacher training
~-'

•••',

.r

.

.

: ;

ts subject matter isn;t exactly exciting. It won't
tech corporations would envy.
·
.
make the list of Best Beach Books for Summer '94.
Clearly, the problem isn't that we aren't spending
But for anyone interested in :.,.,~ter schools and the enough to train teachers. The problem is that the
Kentucky Education Reform Act, a report prepared · -: ·'training isn't giving teachers what-they need to
for the Partnership for Kentucky School Reform is · "function successfully in the new_ environment of the
required reading. ·
_ ·. ·:.•·" ,,.· reform act.·,:·. ' .
.
The report, written by G. Williamson McDiarmi_d
:::McDiilrqiid's report doesn't analyze the situation in
of Michigan State University, looks at one of~e real precisely these terms. But it dcie!, lay otita framewqrk
shortcomings of the 1990 reform act preparation of
for analyzing the real needs of teachers for more
teachers; And it concludes that Kentucky has to do a .. training and for providing that training.in.ways that
better job of preparing teachers for the kinds of.-work -are productive.
._ .
· · ·-: " ,. .- . ·
that the reform act requires them to do with shldents. ·" ·· .For instance mstead of providing sif much trainAnyone who has watched the efforts to improve "' I"° h!g in classroo~ settings after schoohit"during the
Kentucky school~ over the past decades_ knows that
summer, the report recommends that teachers spend
teacher preparation has bee!1 ~e ste~d of schCJ?l
more time working with colleagues in learning situareform efforts from the begmmn~. That 1s now bemg tions. In practice, that might mean finding ways to
reflected in the chorus of complamts from t~chers. ·In train teachers during school h_ours 2.2.· perhaps by
forum ~er f?~• teachers say !hey are !Jemg ~sked using volunteers to work with students, perhaps by
to do thmgs m different ways without bemg tramed
reallocating resources to hire a corps of extra teachers
how to do them.
to fill in during training programs.
Such complaints may-be valid, but the solution
And where would a financially strapped state find
that is usually proposed·- spend more on training
those resources? .The report doesn't say. It merely
teachers - strikes an odd note to many ears. After
recommends the formation of task force to look at the
all, Kentucky already spend~ a vast amount of money allocation of time and resources needed for professioneach year on teacher training.
al development
,
The state maintains graduate schools of education
But you don't have to be an expert on teaching or
at eight public universities. Teachers are required to
a CPA to see that the state's taxpayers are already
continue their education after they graduate from
spending an uncalculated amount prt teacher training.
college. And (up to a point) the more graduate
The message fro~ teachers and from this report is
education they get, the more they get paid. .
clear.
Not only that, Kentucky allocates $17 a student for
We're not getting our money's worth. It's obviousin-service
training.
That
works
out
to
about
$400
_per
·
.
ly
time
to
try
something
new, -~
and this
report offers-a
,_ ___,_ __________
- .... 4--.,,.!-!--.1..... ...i ............i. ...... _.. .... __ ,..,_1,.,_...,1,..
'
,.-,
'
,.
• '
.••
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Woman who sued UK
is awarded $80,000
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Especially this porker

BY ROBERT H. CAMPBEL1
HERAf..D..lEADER STAFF WRITER

The University of Kentucky bas been ordered to
pay $80,000 to a Woodford County woman who sued
the university, saying it had retaliated against her for
filing a discrirnillljtion complaint
Stanley Imogene Katzenmaier, 57, who works at
UK's Chandler Medical Center, said she was passed
over repeatedly for promotion from assistant manager
in environmental services to manager.
Katzenmaier said she was also denied later promotions in retalietion for filing charges with the Lexington Human Rights Commission and U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission in 1989.
On Thursday, a Fayette Circuit Court jury decided
that she was the victim of retaliation and awarded her
$5,000 in past wages, $25,000 in lost future wages and
$50,000 for humiliation. However, the jury did not find that age or sex
discrimination had occurred. The trial began Monday,
and Fayette Circuit Judge Lewis Paisley presided.
Katzenmaier, who was named assistant manager
in 1984, applied for the manager's job when openings
occurred in 1988, 1992 and 1993. Each time, however
the job was filled by younger, male applicants wh~
were less qualified than Katzenmaier, the complaint
states.
"We believe strongly that there was no age or sex
discrimination. We're pleased the· jury concurred with
us," said Robert Roark, UK's attorney. He said an
appeal is being considered.
Katzenmaier's attorney, .Linda Sullivan, has filed a
post-trial motion seeking injunctive relief for her client
which means Katzenmaier could receive the promotion
previously denied. And UK, in a separate motion,
could be ordered to pay Katzenmaier's attorney fees.
·,. Katzenmaier is on temporary leave with pay as the
university investigates whether she falsified an employment application, Roark said.
_
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PhoD.s find·g~Jd·jobs in academia scarce
Sll~i part of today's burgeoning
undefl:lass with Phi Beta Kappa
.,.,k~They are part-time employees
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - Brook1r~ot by choice - but as a last re'redericksen, Ph.D., has left town:
Universities, like many bottom,bandoning her dream to teach at 'il::'',Tuie pressed businesses, are increasiniversity.
,, ....~~:,"tingly relying on part-time instrucFor two years she was, a ''j_llitt' tors.
.
ime" lecturer in the Engllsh,!il~P.ait- · These are no-strings-attached
1ent at the University. of Missouri- jobs - as in no health insurance, no
:ansas City, teaching a heavier load security, little peer respect and few
han most tenured faciilty. 'For three chances to advance. Women preourses each -~~me~~~!•, plus sum- dominate in these jobs nationally.
.1er classes, she_ earned about
From 300 _university job applica15,000. . ;: :. :~.
lions, Fredericksen has had fewer
It wasn't :·enough for a car. 11 than a handful of interviews.
idn't begin .to pay off nearly
"She's a good teacher, an excel30,000 in outstanding student lent teacher," said James R. Durig,
,ans.Forthis,sheworked60hours dean.of-the UMKC College of Arts
nd more each week, preparing lee- and Sciences. "Unfortunately, there
. bs at t his
,res, researc hing and wn'tin'g.
are too many Ph .D.s for JO
"I'm from a working-class fam- time. This is a national problem."
y," she said. "I don't have the reDurig said Fredericksen's work
ources to hang around any long- ethic wasn't factored into part-time
•.''
pay.
3y MIR1AM PEPPER
' Kansas City Star

'"$Ort.

"We're not paying them to develop their careers. That's not part of
the responsibility of the university,"
he said. ··We're paying them just to
teach. This is just the reality of it."
If he had his way, there would be
more full-time jobs. It's better for
students and the faculty. But a glutted market and tight finances mean
part-time posts are easily refilled
when one instructor bails out. -.

you deserve, you only serve to perpetuate a situation which exploits
you,"-,she wrote to her part-time col_ leagues in announcing her departure. \
: ·
.
Next week she will report to work
at a law firin in Tucson, Ariz., as a
researcher. The salary is double her
'university earnings. Health insurance is included. She'll be close to
her ailing father.\

Fredericksen fought before she
fled. As the part-time faculty representative to ~he English Department, she lobb1~d for contracts, better compensation and a plan to
combine several part-time jobs into
livable-wagefull-lime~lots.Shealso
w_orked on the. Comnutt~ C?n PartTune
Kansas Professionals
City Regional within
Council the
on
Hi h Ed
·on
g er ucali ·
She leaves frustrated.
"Unless you stand up for what

Left behind are admiring srudents. Tucked -into a suitcase is a
favorite anonymous student note: "l
think it's a huge waste that we lost
you. Thanks for being such an inspiration!"
By leaving academia, she weakens her chances of ever finding a
.
··ty JO
. b • Llke too
. many _o th•
umvem
ers, she finds herself overqualified
and underemployed. It doesn't bode
well for the idea that better educated work forces thrive.

1
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Pare the projects . ~ .

I

N A WEEK, members of the

Kentucky General Assembly
will converge in Frankfort.
Again they will try to pass a
budget; again they are poised for
e mbarrassment.
After all, the new fiscal year is
approaching and the state still has
no budget. Since lawmakers disbanded in frustration in April, nothing has changed - at least nothing
has changed for the better.
The Governor, after conveniently upping his revenue forecasts,
has gone on a bus tour to promote
his version of the budget. He probably alienated more legislators
than he won over. Tempers have
not cooled - in fact, the rhetoric
and posturing
among legislative
leaders have increased.
There
isn't much dis•
cussion going on,
but the little that
is seems driven
by testosterone,
not reason.
At this point, it
is hard to imag•
ine
how
the
budget issue will
be resolved without doing actual damage to Ken. tucky. The Senate still seems to favor the moderate bricks-and-mortar approach it favored in April:
Invest only in repairs and replacements of existing facilities. The
House still is locked in Majority
Leader Greg Stumbo's "all or
nothing'' stance: Fund all $300
million worth of projects on the
list, or fund none at all.
And that's why real damage to
Kentucky could be done. If the
Senate is forced to make that
choice, it will choose, as it did in
April, to fund none. As lodge roofs
leak and boat docks rot, what is
the good for Kentucky? One can
legitimately debate the cost of delaying courthouse and convention
center construction, but there's no
debating the cost of letting tourist
destinations deteriorate.
The time has come for the Gover·
nor and Rep. Stumbo to face reality:
The Senate, for powerful political
and policy reasons, is not going to
budge. The issue isn't whether Sen-·
ate President John "Eck" Rose will
change his mind. but what the Sen·
ate as a body will approve.
Unlike in the House, Republicans are an important factor. They
might agree to spend some cash
on parks renovations - and three
or four might even vote to issue a

few bonds. But they will not vote
for the indebtedness the Governor
and Rep. Stumbo want.
Republicans have only 14 of 38
votes, but plenty of Democrats
agree with them. Some agree for
political reasons: They have opponents in November and already
hear tal.k about the GOP becoming
the majority party. Others believe
the state has higher priorities than
many of the projects - education,
for example. Still others think
Kentucky's bond rating and economy are at risk, and are determined
to do the responsible thing.
These are potent political issues
that could make or break careers.
" My constituents," says Democratic Sen. Tim Shaughnessy of Jeffer•
son County, "are
thrilled that government is finally
going to stop
spending money
it doesn't have."
Money, it's worth
noting, that taxpayers would be
obliged to spend
for the next 20
years.
Gov. Jones in•
sists his projectladen approach
can win Senate approval, but Gov.
Jones is wrong. He also predicted
the Senate would pass a health care
bill with rate-setting and that Republicans would vote for it. Those
things did not happen, and neither
will this. In fact, even in the House,
plenty of folks - including,
ently, Speaker Joe Clarke - favor
the Senate's approach.
It is still possible for the Governor
to get all or most of what he wants
eventually, but he must start by being prudent. He should give up for
now on all but the renovations and
suggest issuing only a few bonds.
Then, next year, if the revenue he
predicts is actually there, he can call
lawmakers back to approve more.
His proposal to establish a priority list for projects as money
comes in is fruitless. Why pt anybody in the position of championing a mountain golf course over
urban convention centen? Or a
football stadium u more impor•
tant than university academic and
research buildings? Next year will
be a better time for letting priori•
ties, with elections puaed. the political climate changed, and the fi.
nancial outlook more sure.
But the last thing the Governor,
Rep. Stumbo and the Democrats
can afford right now is another de.
bade in Frankfort.

appar-

